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FOREWORD
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Part I

THE QUEST FOR COMPULSORY HEALTH INSURANCE
IN THE UNITED STATES IN HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE

The history of the establishment of compulsory health insurance in the United States is a tale of wasted efforts and slow progress. While Germany enacted pioneering legislation establishing compulsory insurance against medical and hospital costs for broad segments of the population as early as 1883 and England took a similar step in 1911, efforts toward similar legislation on either the federal level or the state level in the United States have remained unsuccessful. Compulsory health insurance has been achieved only for limited categories of the civilian population, viz. workers suffering from industrial injuries and individuals having attained the age of 65 years. Provisions entitling workmen suffering industrial injuries to medical care or compensation for its costs were included in a number of the early workmen's compensation laws, enacted in 1911 and thereafter. While at first the protection afforded was drastically limited in duration or amount, or both, these restrictions were progressively relaxed and finally eliminated. Today, most workmen's compensation acts provide for unlimited medical benefits. Hawaii removed such restrictions in 1923. Compulsory hospital insurance for the aged (medicare) was the great step taken in 1965 which represents the beginning of a new era. Hence it seems appropriate to organize the discussion of the efforts toward compulsory health insurance in the United States into two phases, one covering the era from 1910 to 1965 and the other beginning with medicare.

A. From 1910 to 1965

Encouraged by the adoption of compulsory health insurance legislation abroad, the early advocates of social insurance in the United States included protection against the costs of medical care as an essential part of their program. The American Association for Labor Legislation (organized in 1909) developed in 1914 a set of widely discussed Health Insurance Standards, followed by a Tentative Draft of a Health Insurance Act. Efforts were made in fifteen states to introduce that or a similar type of legislation, resulting in the appointment of study commissions in the majority of these states. Ultimately, however, all these efforts were aborted.

In the early thirties the interest in governmental programs providing protection against the costs of medical care revived, especially after the publication in 1932 of the final report of the Committee on the Costs of Medical Care, appointed on the initiative of
President Hoover in 1927. The Committee, however, cautioned against the introduction of compulsory public health insurance as a general program but favored group pre-payment programs through the use of private insurance or taxation, or a combination of both methods. In 1934 President Roosevelt appointed the celebrated Committee on Economic Security which studied the inclusion of compulsory public health insurance within the framework of the federal social security system which was to be newly created. The Committee decided not to recommend any action with respect to compulsory health insurance at that time in order to avoid the risk of a rejection of the whole program.

After the passage of the Social Security Act in 1935, new efforts were launched to secure health insurance either on the state level or in form of a joint federal-state system. Symptomatic of the former approach was the elaboration in 1935 of a model bill for state compulsory health insurance by the American Association for Social Security, under the leadership of Abraham Epstein. The joint state-federal approach was adopted in Senator Wagner's all-inclusive National Health Bill of 1939 which provided for federal participation in state compulsory health insurance schemes. It should be noted that the Model Bill of the American Association for Social Security, as well as the National Health Bill, contemplated medical cost benefits and wage-loss benefits and that most of the numerous state bills that were introduced between 1936 and 1945 included both types of benefits.

Toward the end of World War II, the drive for compulsory health insurance on the federal level received new vigor, climaxing in the two Wagner-Murray-Dingell bills introduced in Congress in 1943 and 1945 and the repeated efforts of President Truman to secure congressional adoption of compulsory health insurance, prompting the proposal of a revised Wagner-Murray-Dingell bill in 1945. Although bills of this type were extensively debated in Congress between 1946 and 1950, the resistance of powerful interest groups led to the defeat of the program. By 1950 the idea of a federal general compulsory health insurance program had been shelved for all practical purposes although bills of this type continued to be introduced by a few Congressmen.

Between 1952 and 1965, the main efforts at the federal level focused on health insurance for the aged, culminating ultimately in the adoption of the medicare program. There persisted, however, efforts toward compulsory health insurance on a broader basis at the state level.
Noteworthy among the efforts at the state level have been the repeated drives in that direction in California and New York. In 1945 Governor Earl Warren of California launched an intensive campaign to secure the adoption of a compulsory health insurance program in his state. The administration bill as well as certain competing bills were the subject of extensive hearings held by the Assembly Interim Committee on Public Health. The Committee reported adversely on any compulsory health insurance scheme, and the bill died in the Committee on Public Health to which it was referred. In 1959 Governor Brown of California appointed a Committee on the Study of Medical Aid and Health under the chairmanship of Dr. Egeberg. In 1960 that Committee submitted its report which was published under the title, "Health Care for California". The report, which ranged over a broad spectrum of problems relating to the health needs of the citizens and the means of meeting them, included a special chapter focusing on the methods of financing the costs of personal health services. The Committee recommended, by way of long-range goals, that "prepayment for health services be extended to cover substantially the entire population of California" and that "necessary financing to assure [the availability of comprehensive health care of high quality to everyone in the State] be provided from individual, private or public sources". Although the Committee discussed various avenues for securing additional funds needed to broaden the prepayment of health services, including employer/employee payroll taxes, it refrained from recommending or endorsing a particular system, but limited itself to calling for a study "aimed particularly at the problem of financing a minimum of prepaid health service for substantially the entire population". The Committee took note of the fact that a limited hospital benefit, provided by the State Unemployment Compensation Disability Law, was already financed by an employee-financed payroll tax and pointed out that a moderate increase of this tax, coupled with an increase of the maximum earning base of such tax, could provide minimum health benefits for the employee himself. It may be mentioned that the California approach differed materially in that respect from the position taken by New York in its Disability Benefits Law of 1949 which permits a credit for medical and hospital benefits up to 40 per cent of the actuarial value of the temporary disability benefits provided by the Act.

In New York, the year 1945 likewise marked the start of renewed efforts toward compulsory health insurance. The New York legislature had established, the year before, a temporary Commission on Medical Care for the purpose of developing programs for medical care for the inhabitants of the state. The Commission submitted its report, entitled "Medical Care for the People of the State of New York", in
The report discussed in great detail various plans for compulsory health insurance and the financing thereof and analyzed in particular two sets of bills for the establishment of compulsory health insurance introduced in 1945: one by Assembly Majority Leader I. M. Ives (A. 2542) and the other by Senator Joseph and Assemblymen Austin and Jack (S. 479 and A. 261 and A. 141). The majority of the Commission rejected any plan for compulsory health insurance in view of its tremendous costs, despite the fact that in an opinion poll conducted by the Commission, 51.9 per cent of the sample had voted for, and only 35.6 per cent against, such a system.

Efforts for the introduction of compulsory health insurance in New York thereafter became more or less dormant until 1958 when Governor Rockefeller decided to revive the idea. As part of his platform he proposed to add major medical expense insurance to the protection afforded by the Temporary Disability Law and appointed a Special Task Force to study the problem. Although this body issued a negative report in view of the limited coverage of the Temporary Disability Law, the existing coverage under voluntary plans, the freezing effects of a mandatory system, and the possible adverse effects on economic expansion and job opportunities, the gubernatorial idea was taken up by the Joint Legislative Committee on Health Insurance Plans even prior to the release of the task force report. The Joint Legislative Committee endorsed the gubernatorial idea in principle but considered mandatory basic hospital and surgical coverage as demanding a higher priority than protection against catastrophic expenses. Bills to that effect were introduced in the Senate primarily for study purposes. The bills evoked little interest until 1962 when organized labor indicated its support of mandatory health insurance. Hearings were held, and the New York Insurance Department submitted a study of the impact of a revised version of the principal bill by Senator Metcalf, introduced in 1960. As a result, in 1963 a modified bill was introduced which afforded somewhat different benefits and coverage but again provided essentially only hospitalization insurance. The changes were made mainly to meet certain objections raised by industry and insurance companies spokesmen on the one hand and organized labor on the other. Although the bill failed to achieve passage, the Committee instructed the chairman to reintroduce the bill in 1964. The year 1965 brought further support for the idea of compulsory hospitalization insurance. Not only did the Joint Legislative Committee on Health Insurance Plans continue its efforts in behalf of the establishment of compulsory hospitalization insurance by the reintroduction of a mandatory hospitalization bill and additional hearings thereon, but the Governor's Committee on Hospital Costs under the chairmanship of
Mr. Marion Folsom likewise strongly advocated the passage of a state hospitalization insurance law including also coverage of home and long-term care. The report referred to both lack and inadequacy of coverage as the chief reasons for mandatory legislation of that type. The Folsom committee report resulted in the adoption of the recommendations relating to the improvement of hospital facilities and services, but the recommendations relating to compulsory health insurance were not implemented on the legislative level. Among other factors, the enactment of the medicare and medicaid provisions in the Social Security Amendments of 1965 had substantially changed the picture so as to make a revision of the original ideas, though not an abandonment thereof, necessary.

As a result on the eve of the reform of 1965, compulsory medical care insurance existed only within the framework of workmen's compensation. In addition, there were state programs of public medical care for certain groups of patients and, above all, the medical care programs for veterans on the federal level. Legislation to that effect reached back to the early days of national existence and received major impetus in connection with World War I. In 1930 the Veterans Administration was established and all programs for medical, hospital, and domiciliary care of veterans suffering from service-connected disabilities brought under its responsibility. The pertinent legal provisions are now consolidated in the U.S. Code, Title 38. During 1967 over 750,000 patients were treated in Veterans Administration hospitals, and 6,268,000 medical visits to outpatients were furnished by the program.
B. Period Since the Establishment of Medicare and Medicaid

The establishment of the federal medicare and medicaid programs by the Social Security Amendments of 1965 constituted a major change of the health care scene, since it profoundly modified the status of the two segments of the population in need of the costliest type of medical care: the aged and the indigent. Especially medicare, which adopted the social insurance rather than the social assistance approach, constituted a real departure from the pre-existing pattern.

As was pointed out before, by 1951, the idea of universal comprehensive national health insurance had been shelved for all practical purposes. The advocates of compulsory health insurance came to focus on a more limited goal and, beginning in 1952, the principal efforts in Congress centered around compulsory health care insurance, especially hospital insurance, for social security (OASI) recipients. The pertinent bills proposed hospitalization insurance, including medical care during hospitalization, for persons eligible for benefits under the OASI program, i.e., the aged and their dependents or survivors. After the addition of disability insurance by the Social Security Amendments of 1956, some bills included the disabled in the proposed health insurance scheme, but the majority continued to exclude them. The original bills of this type were introduced by Senator Murray and Representatives Cellar and Dingell in 1952. The Eisenhower Administration, however, did not endorse this approach. Nevertheless, the proposals reached a more active state when Congressman Forrand, an influential member of the Ways and Means Committee, also introduced such a bill, providing hospital benefits of up to 60 days per calendar year, nursing home care following discharge from a hospital, and surgical benefits for OASI (but not disability insurance) eligibles. The various bills became the subject of hearings held in 1958 by the Committee on Ways and Means, in the context of a series of hearings on all titles of the Social Security Act. The Committee, however, did not make any proposals for the extension of the social security system so as to include hospital insurance for the aged or OASI eligibles. Subsequent efforts also suffered defeat.

The picture changed materially in 1961 when President Kennedy included health insurance for the aged through social security in the legislative program of his administration and made it part of a special message to Congress. The administration proposals crystallized in the so-called King-Anderson bill, providing limited hospital care, nursing home services, home-health services, and outpatient hospital-diagnostic services (subject to a deductible) for
persons aged 65 and over. A slightly broader coverage was proposed in the second Kerr-Anderson bill, introduced in 1963. The provisions of this bill were added by the Senate to other proposed Social Security Amendments that had passed the House, but the whole measure died in the Conference Committee at the end of the Eighty-Eighth Congress.

A new Kerr-Anderson bill providing insurance for the aged against hospital and related health care costs was introduced in the next Congress and finally resulted in the adoption of the medicare and medicaid programs. The system of compulsory health insurance for the aged as detailed in the Kerr-Anderson bills was modified after hearings before the House Ways and Means Committee. The new program, as embodied in the Mills bill (H.R. 6675), created two related health insurance programs, i.e., a compulsory basic program covering hospital and related health care costs and a voluntary supplementary program affording protection against the costs of physicians' care and of certain other items of personal health care not covered by the basic program. H.R. 6675 succeeded in being passed by both houses. The two medicare programs formed a new Title XVIII of the Social Security Act. In addition, a greatly expanded system of medical aid to the needy was incorporated in a new Title XIX.

Although medicare brought mandatory health insurance for the aged, the remainder of the population was left, apart from the classical payment for service system, either to voluntary prepayment plans (including those on a collectively bargained basis) or to public provision, primarily under Title XIX. To be sure Title XIX envisages and authorizes prepayment coverage of medical assistance, either in toto or in part, but no extensive resort to this form of coverage has been possible owing to the stringent coverage requirements and practical difficulties caused by the provisions of the Act relating to eligibility determinations. As a result, the quest for legislation requiring mandatory prepayment plan coverage for the population under 65 continued to have vitality.

Noteworthy is the fact that the adoption of the medicare and medicaid provisions by Congress did not halt the efforts in New York toward compulsory health insurance endorsed by the Rockefeller administration. Even in the immediate wake of congressional legislation, the newly established Senate and Assembly Committee on Public Health felt that the need for statewide compulsory health insurance called for further hearings and, as a result thereof, recommended legislation requiring mandatory extension of hospital insurance coverage to the entire work force and its dependents as a condition of employment.
In his January, 1967, annual message, Governor Rockefeller reaffirmed his view that the problem of catastrophic expenses of illness required public action, although he doubted whether such action could be taken on the individual state level without federal intervention. On February 22, 1967, the Governor, the Assembly Speaker, and Majority and Minority Leaders called for the study of "a program which would require basic health service insurance for the great majority of employees" of the State of New York. A draft of a bill entitled "Health Insurance Benefits Law" (to constitute a new chapter of the State Workmen's Compensation Law) was introduced in both houses and assigned for hearings to the Joint Legislative Committee on the Problems of Public Health and Medicare. As a result of the hearings, the committee staff drafted some major substantive amendments, including one providing a state subsidy for low-income families. The Committee, however, felt unable to complete its task and scheduled the bill for further hearings during 1967 and 1968. While such hearings were still being held and ten days prior to the date of the Committee's 1968 report, Governor Rockefeller, on March 20, 1968, sent a message to the legislature urging adoption of a revised system of compulsory health benefits, incorporated in an accompanying bill, entitled "Health Security Act". The bill was introduced by the Committee on Rules on March 21, 1968. It was designed to meet some of the objections raised by various groups, especially labor, against the prior bill. The measure, which was to form a new chapter of the New York Public Health Law, provided specified compulsory health insurance or health plan benefits, not including surgical and medical benefits, for employees and their dependents. Due to the lack of time, the Joint Legislative Committee on the Problems of Public Health, Medicare, Medicaid and Compulsory Health and Hospital Insurance could do no more than to back the principles of the new bill without endorsing any of its specific provisions. No positive legislative action ensued.

In 1969, the measure was reintroduced with certain modifications, mainly designed to conform the benefits provided to those available under medicare Part A and to exempt small employers. While the majority of the Joint Legislative Committee continued to support the legislation, no attempt to secure legislative action was taken.

In 1970, Governor Rockefeller proposed a further revision of his plan for compulsory health insurance, now entitled "Universal Health Insurance Act", which was introduced on April 1, 1970. The new bill, the fate of which is still undetermined, provides mandatory health insurance benefits for all employees and their dependents, as well as noncorporate employers, voluntary coverage for persons without employment after the termination of their coverage as employees
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(limited to 180 days), and mandatory coverage of persons receiving public assistance or determined to be eligible for public assistance. The proposed act is to be administered by a newly established public corporation, called state health insurance corporation, vested with vast regulatory and managerial powers. The insurance is provided by the employer through contracts with commercial insurance carriers, nonprofit insurance corporations, or the newly created health service corporation. Employee benefits normally are financed by joint, but not equal, contributions of the employee and the employer. Unless a lesser percentage is stipulated by agreement, employees earning annual wages of $6,000 or more contribute 35 per cent of the cost of their coverage, employees earning at least $5,000 but less than $6,000 contribute 20 per cent, and employees earning less than $5,000 are not liable for contributions. Employers pay at least 65 per cent of the premium costs but need not make aggregate contributions (including wages withheld from the employees) in excess of four per cent of their annual payroll. Any balance is paid, as a subvention, by the state health insurance corporation. In the case of voluntary temporary insurance of persons out of employment, the individual and the state health insurance corporation share the cost on an equal basis.

The newest development in the field of compulsory health insurance is the President's announcement of his Family Health Insurance Plan for poor families with children. The plan envisages health benefits insurance coverage having a premium value of $500. Families having an income between $1,600 and $3,000 would contribute 5 per cent of the cost, families having an income between $3,000 and $4,500 would contribute 10 per cent, and families with incomes from $4,500 to $5,620 would contribute 25 per cent. Legislative proposals are promised for January 1971.

Finally, it should be noted that the general desirability of prepayment plan protection against medical cost was again strongly stressed in the June, 1970, Recommendations of the United States Department of Health, Education and Welfare, Task Force on Medicaid and Related Programs.
Although prepayment plans covering the costs of hospital and medical expenses originated in the United States as early as 1880, the spectacular rise of prepayment coverage by commercial insurance carriers, nonprofit insurance corporations, and medical groups occurred only in the three decades since 1940. Between 1940 and 1968, the number of persons with hospital expense protection rose from 12.3 million to 169.5 million, the number of persons with surgical expense protection rose from 5.4 million to 155.7 million, and the number of persons with regular medical expense coverage from 3.0 million to 129.1 million. Hence the need for public action depends on the size of the coverage gap still existing and the adequacy of the coverage provided.

The following inquiry focuses on the situation in the State.

A. Estimated Size of the Coverage Gap

Basic Data

Any estimate of the coverage gap existing in Hawaii is vitally affected by great uncertainty with respect to the three basic sets of figures which determine the result:

a. The size of the resident civilian population;

b. The size and composition of the civilian labor force;

c. The extent of commercial health insurance protection and its overlap with other pre-payment plans.

Unfortunately, the greatest doubts relate to the fundamental reference quantity: the size of the resident civilian population. When original estimates of the coverage gap were made early in 1970 by the Legislative Reference Bureau, the resident civilian population, as of July 1, 1969, was estimated at 736,750 persons. The preliminary census figures for 1970, however, indicate that the 1969 data were overestimated by 44,392 persons and that the resident civilian population as of that date was actually only 692,358 persons. This latter figure, therefore, must be the basic reference for the new estimate.
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The figure 692,358 does not include 56,282 members of the armed forces stationed in the Islands but does include both 59,697 dependents of military personnel and an estimated 43,000 people over 65. Since the military dependents are covered by a special federal health insurance program called CHAMPUS and the aged are subject to the medicare program, the potential universe for general coverage programs totals 589,661.

The civilian labor force as of July, 1969, is now estimated to have been 340,750, including 9,650 unemployed. Therefore, the active civilian labor force as of that date was 331,100. This estimate is based both on the returns of employers covered by the Hawaii Employment Security Law and on estimates of employment for those employers excluded from coverage under that law. The figure 331,100, therefore, indicates jobs rather than persons and requires a downward revision to adjust for employees holding more than one job. Unfortunately, there are no local data indicating how many of these jobs are occupied by people holding more than one job. The United States Bureau of Labor Statistics, however, has made available to the Legislative Reference Bureau national data on the percentage of jobs as of May, 1969, in each industry classification which are secondary jobs. By applying these percentages to the total number of jobs in the various industries in Hawaii and by making an upward adjustment to reflect the people holding more than two jobs, it can be estimated that the number of jobs occupied by moonlighters in July, 1969, was 14,758. Hence, the number of persons actively pursuing employment as of the indicated date was 316,342.

Since this report excludes persons entitled to medicare from its purview, a further downward adjustment is required to estimate the size of the active civilian labor force under 65. The number of people over 65 in the labor force is not known, but there are methods of estimating this figure. In 1969, the number of persons over 65 in active civilian employment in the United States totaled 3,233,000, or 16.6 per cent of the total population in that age group (19,463,000). If the national percentage were applicable to Hawaii, the data would indicate that the number of employed persons aged 65 and over in the State would total 7,138. This figure is in agreement with estimates arrived at in a different fashion. The Department of Planning and Economic Development estimated that in 1965 on Oahu, 4,420 individuals of age 65 and over were in the labor force and that in 1967 on the neighbor islands, 1,417 persons in that age group were in active civilian employment. The population of persons aged 65 and over during those periods was estimated at 36,020. This would yield a percentage of 16.2 for the people age 65 and over in active civilian employment. Applying this percentage to the current 65 and
Table 1
EXTENT OF GROSS COVERAGE OF PREPAID HEALTH PLANS
IN THE STATE (1969)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type Name of Plan</th>
<th>Hospital Subscribers</th>
<th>Hospital Dependents</th>
<th>Hospital Total</th>
<th>Surgical Subscribers</th>
<th>Surgical Dependents</th>
<th>Surgical Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HMSA (Group)</td>
<td>110,308</td>
<td>202,973</td>
<td>313,281</td>
<td>110,308</td>
<td>202,973</td>
<td>313,281</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HMSA (Individual)</td>
<td>18,349</td>
<td>8,336</td>
<td>26,685</td>
<td>18,349</td>
<td>8,336</td>
<td>26,685</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaiser (Group)</td>
<td>19,155</td>
<td>38,366</td>
<td>57,521</td>
<td>19,155</td>
<td>38,366</td>
<td>57,521</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaiser (Individual)</td>
<td>3,773</td>
<td>3,675</td>
<td>7,448</td>
<td>3,773</td>
<td>3,675</td>
<td>7,448</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commercial Carrier (Group)</td>
<td>37,720</td>
<td>48,482</td>
<td>86,202</td>
<td>37,760</td>
<td>47,888</td>
<td>85,648</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commercial Carrier (Individual)</td>
<td>20,263</td>
<td>16,349</td>
<td>36,612</td>
<td>17,753</td>
<td>11,181</td>
<td>28,934</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Independent Sugar Plans</td>
<td>10,126</td>
<td>18,625</td>
<td>28,751</td>
<td>10,126</td>
<td>18,625</td>
<td>28,751</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>219,694</td>
<td>336,806</td>
<td>556,500</td>
<td>217,224</td>
<td>331,044</td>
<td>548,268</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type Name of Plan</th>
<th>Medical Subscribers</th>
<th>Medical Dependents</th>
<th>Medical Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HMSA (Group)</td>
<td>110,308</td>
<td>202,973</td>
<td>313,281</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HMSA (Individual)</td>
<td>18,349</td>
<td>8,336</td>
<td>26,685</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaiser (Group)</td>
<td>19,155</td>
<td>38,366</td>
<td>57,521</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaiser (Individual)</td>
<td>3,773</td>
<td>3,675</td>
<td>7,448</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commercial Carrier (Group)</td>
<td>33,456</td>
<td>41,804</td>
<td>75,260</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commercial Carrier (Individual)</td>
<td>4,575</td>
<td>4,548</td>
<td>9,123</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Independent Sugar Plans</td>
<td>10,126</td>
<td>18,625</td>
<td>28,751</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>199,742</td>
<td>318,327</td>
<td>518,069</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. Excludes sugar plan coverage.
4. 12/31/68 figures.
5. Only in-hospital visits.
6. Data are for nonsurgical medical expenses, but do not cover major medical expenses and, in a number of policies, cover only in-hospital visits.
over population results in an estimate of 6,966 of this age group in employment. In addition, the 1960 census data showed that 16.1 per cent of the 65 and over were employed (or 6,923 based on 1969 population figures). Hence, it is safe to estimate that the number of employed persons aged 65 and over is around 7,000.

As a result, it can be concluded that the active civilian labor force under 65 in July, 1969, consisted of approximately 309,350 individuals.

Responses from the various types of prepaid health plan operators in the State indicating the gross coverage of individuals under 65 as of the summer and fall of 1969 (excluding the 59,697 individuals who have coverage as military dependents under the CHAMPUS program) are tabularized on Table 1.

It should be noted that these data indicate gross coverage and that they need adjustment for duplication and that, in addition, the data for medical coverage require further refinement, since some of this coverage extends only to in-hospital visits of physicians and therefore may cause an exaggerated picture of the scope of protection afforded by this type of coverage.

Adjustments for duplication are particularly crucial in the case of hospital insurance because otherwise the desirable but over-optimistic picture would be created that out of an estimated total resident civilian population of 692,358 individuals, 659,197 were protected by prepayment coverage against hospital expenses (43,000 under medicare, 59,697 as military dependents, and 556,500 under general private plans), leaving a coverage gap of only 33,161 individuals, i.e., only 4.8 per cent. On the basis of a population universe that excludes individuals 65 and over and military dependents (a potential coverage group of 589,661), the coverage gap would be 5.6 per cent. In the case of the other health expenses, the coverage gap widens. Excluding persons 65 and over and the military dependents, the coverage gap in the case of surgical expenses would be 41,393 or 7.0 per cent and, in the case of medical expenses (regardless of actual scope), 71,592 or 12.1 per cent of the relevant population universe.

The Under-Count and Duplication Issues

A fundamental assumption of this report is that the population estimate based on the preliminary 1970 census data is a reliable quantity. Unfortunately, this assumption can only be made with great
hesitation. Early in 1968, the resident population of Hawaii (exclusive of the armed forces) was estimated at 777,462 people. In 1969 the estimate of the 1968 resident civilian population was adjusted downward in order to eliminate a discrepancy between the estimates of the United States Census Bureau and the State of Hawaii Department of Planning and Economic Development. The new preliminary figure was 724,989. Subsequently, it was further adjusted downward to a final figure of 717,640. As a result of the 1970 census data, still further downward adjustment was deemed to be called for. The estimated population for July 1, 1968, is now set at 670,117; for July 1, 1969, at 692,358; and for April 1, 1970, at 706,820. In other words, within two years the estimates for 1968 underwent a downward adjustment by 107,345 people or 13.8 per cent. Certainly it is discomforting to work with reference data of such uncertitude.

In addition, the 1960 census (like other census data before) suffered from a sizeable undercount which--nationwide--is estimated at 3.1 per cent of the true total (5.7 million people). Hence, it reasonably can be surmised that the 1970 census suffered from similar deficiencies and that the true resident civilian population probably exceeds the adjusted estimate. If the 1960 and the 1970 census count missed 3 per cent of the civilian population in Hawaii, the true count for 1969 would be 713,771. Hence, any narrowness of the estimated coverage gap based on the 692,358 mark must be viewed with appropriate reservations.

Similar difficulties exist with respect to ascertaining the extent of duplication of prepayment protection, especially with reference to the hospital insurance data. Table 1 shows that the gross hospital coverage consists of group insurance, covering subscribers and dependents totalling 485,755 or 87.3 per cent, and individual insurance, covering 70,745 or 12.7 per cent. Table 1 shows further that noncommercial carriers cover 433,686 or 77.9 per cent, while commercial carriers cover 122,814 or 22.1 per cent. Undoubtedly, duplication exists both between individual and group coverage and between commercial and noncommercial coverage. There is practically no duplication of coverage within the HMSA or the Kaiser coverage, but duplication may exist between group and individual commercial coverage (inter-industry duplication) and between commercial and noncommercial coverage. The difficulty relates to the quantification of these overlaps.

On a nationwide basis, the Health Insurance Association of America (HIAA) estimated in 1967 that the inter-industry duplication amounted to 6 per cent for group insurance and 18 per cent for individual insurance, and that the duplication with noncommercial
insurance was 13 per cent for group insurance and 10 per cent for individual insurance. On that basis, the gross hospital coverage for Hawaii (556,500) would have to be reduced by 26,629 since the non-duplicative commercial coverage would be reduced to 96,185 from a duplicative total of 122,814, resulting in a net coverage of 529,871. The coverage gap on that basis, assuming no census undercount, would be 59,790 residents.

The Department of Health, Education and Welfare has taken the view that this correction is too conservative because household survey findings, made at various dates between 1953 and 1963, showed a consistently lower coverage than that based on the HIAA estimates. Moreover, the Department found that the nationwide correction figures used by HIAA did not apply uniformly from state to state but required variations according to the ratio of gross enrollment to the population covered. In 1966 when the raw gross coverage of people under 65 in Hawaii was reported as 508,000 the Department made a duplication estimate (hereinafter called estimate no. 1) by applying first an inter-industry correction of 2.7 per cent and after that an overall correction of 5.54 per cent. Applying these factors to present coverage data, the inter-industry duplication would require a deduction of 3,316 persons and the overall correction, an additional deduction of 30,646 individuals or a total deduction of 33,962 persons, resulting in a net coverage of 522,538 or a coverage gap of 67,123. Applying another method, the Department of Health, Education and Welfare arrived at a second estimate (hereinafter called estimate no. 2), reflecting the findings of the household surveys, under which the coverage gap would be even larger, amounting to 105,268. Estimate no. 2 seems to be unrealistic and is based on data which are contradicted by the known realities. Actually, the main sources of duplication are simultaneous protection as "subscriber" and as "dependent" and simultaneous protection by individual and group plans. In Hawaii, the latter is probably the major source of duplication. Hence, a correction lying midway between the figures arrived at by using the industry's nationwide factors (26,629) and by the Department's low estimate (33,962) is probably the fairest assumption, resulting in net hospital coverage of 526,204 and leaving a coverage gap of 63,457 based on the unadjusted preliminary 1970 census data. Allowing for a 3 per cent undercount of both the total population and the 65 and over, and assuming that there was no undercount of military dependents since this figure is not derived from census data, the actual coverage gap for hospital insurance would amount to 83,540 persons.

Similar corrections apply to surgical and medical policies. According to HIAA's correction method, the inter-industry correction factors for surgical policies are again 6 per cent for group policies
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and 18 per cent for individual policies, while the factors correcting for duplication between commercial and noncommercial policies are 12 per cent and 10 per cent, respectively. On that basis, the figures for surgical coverage in Table 1 (548,268) must be corrected by subtracting 23,519 (85,648 x .18 + 28,934 x .28). Hence, the estimated net coverage for surgical protection would be 524,729, resulting in a coverage gap of 64,912 persons (on the basis of the unadjusted census figures). Using the HEW correction methods underlying estimate no. 1, the total duplication would amount to 42,800 persons, resulting in a net coverage of 505,468 individuals or in a coverage gap of 84,193. Taking the median of the HIAA correction for duplication and the HEW correction for duplication, the deduction to be applied would total 33,160 persons, resulting in net surgical coverage of 515,108 and leaving a coverage gap of 74,553 on the basis of the unadjusted census. Adjusted for undercount the coverage gap for surgical insurance, therefore, is estimated at 94,636 persons.

The greatest difficulties in the adjustment for duplication are presented by the protection against regular medical expenses, even apart from the fact that the classification "regular medical" includes both policies that cover only in-hospital physicians' visits as well as policies that provide also for home and office visits. Thus, all HMSA individual policies listed in Table 1 provide only for in-hospital visits, and the same is true with respect to four-fifths of the persons covered by group medical expense policies. Obviously, policies of that type provide "some" but not "adequate" coverage against medical expenses. On the other hand, in addition to the regular medical commercial policies listed in Table 1, substantial major medical expense coverage exists, as indicated in Table 2.

Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Primary Insured</th>
<th>Dependents</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Commercial Group Policies</td>
<td>22,733</td>
<td>37,388</td>
<td>60,121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Individual Policies</td>
<td>2,381</td>
<td>3,926</td>
<td>6,307</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HMSA Group Individual</td>
<td>106,513</td>
<td>198,602</td>
<td>305,115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Individual</td>
<td>18,349</td>
<td>8,336</td>
<td>26,685</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>149,976</td>
<td>248,252</td>
<td>398,228</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Citation HIAA letter, figures from HMSA.
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For purposes of this report, the coverage gap is estimated on the basis of persons without any medical (other than surgical) coverage, not on the basis of persons lacking adequate medical coverage. An estimate on the latter basis would be quite conjectural, although elimination of the individual HMSA coverage and four-fifths of the commercial group coverage might constitute a reasonable approximation.

The method applied by the HIAA to correct for duplication on a nationwide basis computes the inter-industry factors at 5 per cent for group insurance and 18 per cent for individual insurance and the inter-types factor at 10 per cent for group insurance and 10 per cent for individual insurance. Application of these factors to the medical coverage data set forth in Table 1 yields 11,289 (75,260 x .15) for group insurance and 2,554 (9,123 x .28) for individual insurance or a total reduction of 13,843. Hence, the net coverage on that basis would amount to 504,226 individuals, resulting in a coverage gap of 85,435 persons (on the basis of the unadjusted census figures). Unfortunately, HEW has not published a state-by-state estimate of medical coverage on the basis of the methodology developed by it for hospital and surgical coverage. Using, therefore, the median of the factors used by HEW for the other types of coverage (i.e., 2.4 per cent for inter-industry duplication and 6.5 per cent for overall reduction), the applicable correction would be 35,568 yielding an estimated net coverage of 482,501 individuals. The coverage gap on that basis would be 107,160. Taking again the median of the corrections computed on the basis of the two methods, the duplication would be estimated at a total of 24,706 persons, resulting in a net medical coverage of 493,363 and leaving a coverage gap of 96,298 persons on the basis of the unadjusted census. Adjusted for undercount, the coverage gap for any kind of medical insurance, therefore, is estimated at 116,381.

Hence, the estimated coverage gaps for the various types of health costs, after allowing for a census undercount, are estimated to be at the following magnitudes or within the following limits:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Insurance</th>
<th>Coverage Gap</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hospital</td>
<td>83,540</td>
<td>13.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surgical</td>
<td>94,636</td>
<td>15.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regular Medical</td>
<td>116,381</td>
<td>19.1%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

According to the most recent adjusted population estimates for Hawaii, as contained in Statistical Report 79 of the Department of Planning and Economic Development, the resident civilian population of the State in 1969 totalled 698,445 persons. Excluding persons over 65 and armed forces dependents but not adjusting for undercount, the relevant universe would be 595,748. On that basis the coverage gaps would be:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Insurance</th>
<th>Coverage Gap</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hospital Insurance</td>
<td>69,544</td>
<td>11.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surgical Insurance</td>
<td>80,640</td>
<td>13.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regular Medical Insurance</td>
<td>102,385</td>
<td>17.2%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Coverage in Relation to Employment

One of the crucial problems to be answered is the determination of the number of employees who have no health insurance coverage, whether as "subscriber" or "dependent", and hence what portion of the coverage gap is comprised of employees. Unfortunately, the question is not susceptible of an accurate answer and can be resolved only on the basis of general estimates and assumptions. Since group insurance normally is employment-generated (regardless of whether the employer assumes all or part of the premium required), it is fair to assume that practically all the subscribers covered by group insurance are wage earners. To be sure some of the employers are covered by group plans, but an estimate of how many is difficult to make. It should be noted that omission of an allowance for group coverage of employers and other self-employed results in a slight overestimate of employee's coverage.

As reported above, the active civilian labor force as of July, 1969, after deduction of the employed aged 65 and over and after correction for multiple jobholders, totaled 309,350 individuals under 65. Deducting self-employed under 65, estimated at 27,835 from that figure, it is estimated that the number of employed wage earners under 65 totaled 281,515 individuals. The number of individuals covered by group plans as subscribers at that date was:

- Hospital Expenses 177,309 or 63.0%
- Surgical Expenses 177,349 or 63.0%
- Regular Medical 173,045 or 61.5%

In addition to these figures relating to group insurance, a proper portion of the individual nonduplicative policies must be allocated to subscriber wage earners. An estimate of this number must take account of the fact that the self-employed will primarily be covered by the policies of this type and that, in addition, a sizeable percentage of individual policies are duplicative, with group protection. If it is assumed that the self-employed are as likely to have prepayment protection as the population as a whole, then 86.3, 84.5, and 80.9 per cent of the self-employed have individual hospital, surgical, and medical protection, respectively, and that for each category of insurance, 28 per cent of the remaining policies are duplicating policies, then the number of additional wage earner subscribers covered by nonduplicative individual policies would total 13,221, 11,775, and 3,008 for hospital, surgical, and medical insurance, respectively.
Hence, the total subscriber coverage of wage earners by health insurance policies is estimated to be as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Coverage</th>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hospital Expenses</td>
<td>190,530</td>
<td>67.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surgical Expenses</td>
<td>189,124</td>
<td>67.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medical Expenses</td>
<td>176,053</td>
<td>62.5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Hence, noncoverage of wage earners as subscribers is estimated at 90,985 for hospital insurance, 92,391 for surgical insurance, and 105,462 for medical insurance.

It is reasonable to conclude that a substantial portion of the wage-earners who are not covered as subscribers are nevertheless covered as dependents, and the principal task therefore is to arrive at a plausible estimate of the extent of the coverage of wage earners as dependents. Dependents coverage may arise either from plans of subscriber-wage earners or from the special plan for military dependents. While the extent of the gross coverage of dependents is known on the basis of the replies of the insurance organizations (see Table 1) and an adjustment for net coverage is possible within acceptable limits, an estimate of the number of wage earners among these dependents must remain somewhat conjectural.

The wage-earners most likely to be covered as dependents are married women and workers under 19. Some employed husbands might be covered as dependents, but it can be assumed the number so covered would be statistically insignificant. Women regardless of marital status constitute approximately 40 per cent of the total labor force (123,740),42 63 per cent of whom are estimated to be married with husband present.43 The task is to determine how many of these married women are wage earners. In 1960, female wage earners comprised 91.6 per cent of all employed women.44 Assuming this ratio to be the same in 1969, and assuming that married women comprise an aliquot portion of the female wage earners, then 113,346 women were wage earners in 1969, of whom 71,408 were married.

Similarly, 1960 census data indicate that employed single persons under 19 comprised 4.9 per cent of the persons under 65 in active employment.45 It can be assumed that practically all people in the under 19 class are wage earners and are not self-employed. Applying this percentage to current employment figures produces an estimate of 15,158 employed single wage earners under 19. Under applicable policies, these 15,158 single wage earners under 19 as well as the 71,408 married women with husband present could be covered as dependents. As indicated before, an effort is made to estimate how many of the
single wage earners under 19 and of the married female wage earners under 65 are in fact so covered.

If one were to engage in the extreme assumption that all of the single wage earners under 19 and all of the married female employees under 65 are covered either as dependents of employed male wage-earners or as military dependents and that all other employees under 65 have subscriber coverage to the extent that such coverage is possible under the figures for subscriber coverage indicated above, the number of employees lacking coverage would be insignificant. Since the total number of wage earners under 65 was estimated at 281,515, the elimination of the 71,408 married women employees under 65 and of the unmarried employees under 19 would leave 194,949 employees as the potential universe for subscriber coverage. Hence, the number of employed lacking subscriber coverage would be 4,419 with respect to hospital insurance, 5,825 with respect to surgical insurance, and 18,896 for medical insurance. Of course, as indicated, this is only an extreme assumption. On a rational basis it can hardly be assumed that the total civilian labor force under 65 in active employment is covered either as subscribers or as dependents and that practically the whole population universe coverage gap of 83,540 persons (for the case of hospital insurance) must be allocated to dependents not in the active labor force and the families of the unemployed.

Conversely, it could be assumed that married women under 65 and single persons under 19 constitute a portion of the covered wage earner subscribers proportional to their participation in the labor force. In that case, the number of employed married women under 65 having subscriber coverage would be 23.1 per cent of the total or 44,012 with respect to hospital insurance, 43,688 with respect to surgical insurance, and 40,668 for regular medical insurance. In the case of the single employees under 19, the share in the subscriber coverage would be 4.9 per cent, or 9,336 with respect to hospital insurance, 9,267 for surgical insurance, and 8,627 for medical insurance. If all the remaining married female wage earners under 65 and employed single persons under 19 were covered as dependents, the number so covered would be, accordingly, for the married women, 27,396, 27,720, and 30,740 with respect to the three classes of health insurance and for the employed under 19 years of age, 5,822, 5,891, and 6,531, respectively. Hence, the total dependency coverage of employed individuals who are either married women under 65 or single persons under 19 would total 33,218, 33,611, and 37,271 for hospital, surgical, and regular medical insurance, respectively.
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On that basis, the number of wage earners other than married women under 65 and single persons under 19 would be 281,515 - (71,408 + 15,158) = 194,949 persons, including married men whose wives are also in employment. On the basis of the data for subscriber coverage set forth above, the deficiency in subscriber coverage would be 194,949 - (190,530 - (44,012 + 9,336)) = 57,767 for hospital insurance, 194,949 - (189,124 - (43,688 + 9,267)) = 58,780 for surgical insurance, and 194,949 - (176,053 - (40,668 + 8,627)) = 68,191 for regular medical insurance.

The above figures are predicated on the further assumption that none of the husbands of the employed married women under 65 who have subscriber coverage are covered as dependents of such women. If it were assumed that all married women with subscriber coverage have employed husbands covered as their dependents, the number of employees not covered as subscribers or dependents would be 57,767 - 44,012 = 13,755 for hospital insurance, 58,780 - 43,688 = 15,092 for surgical insurance, and 68,191 - 40,668 = 27,523 for regular medical insurance. In other words, on the assumption that married women under 65 and single persons under 19 contribute to the subscriber coverage in proportion to their share in the wage-earner labor force, the number of employees not covered either as subscribers or dependents would lie between 57,767 and 13,755 for hospital insurance, between 58,780 and 15,092 for surgical insurance, and between 68,191 and 27,523 for regular medical insurance.

On the basis of these two extreme assumptions, it may be concluded that the truth lies probably somewhere in the middle between the upper limit of assumption 2 and the figures resulting from assumption 1, i.e., the number of employees lacking coverage either as subscribers or dependent is 31,093 for hospital insurance, 32,303 for surgical insurance, and 43,544 for regular medical insurance.

The previous estimates are supported by a different set of considerations. The total coverage gap in the population of the State was estimated at 83,540 individuals for hospital insurance, 94,636 individuals for surgical insurance, and 116,381 individuals for regular medical insurance. The problem sought to be determined is an estimate of the number of individuals in the active labor force, and in particular wage earners, within these coverage gap groups.

Actually, the population classes without health insurance coverage within the gaps consist primarily of:
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(a) Persons in the active labor force without subscriber or dependents coverage and their dependents;

(b) The unemployed, whose coverage has run out, and their dependents;

(c) Dependents of persons in the labor force who have only self-coverage; and

(d) Individuals not in the labor force, other than dependents of persons in the labor force and military dependents, and their dependents.

Unfortunately, it is not possible to estimate the size of some of these groups with sufficient certainty.

The size of the groups listed under (c) and (d) is probably quite small.

The number of unemployed in July, 1969, was estimated at 9,650. This estimate includes persons over 65 and persons under 19 who may be covered as dependents. In addition, statistics show that the incidence of unemployment among young wage earners is much higher than in the labor force at large. Hence, it is reasonable to assume that the unemployed have a lower dependents' ratio than the members of the labor force at large. In the light of these considerations, it does not seem unreasonable to conclude that persons in the active labor force and their dependents constitute the largest part of the total coverage gap in hospital insurance and that an estimate that the number of wage earners in that group amounts to a figure of 31,100 is quite plausible, particularly if it can be assumed that a larger percentage of these wage earners consists of single persons and other persons without dependents than among the wage earners with self and dependents coverage.

The same considerations apply to the number of uncovered wage earners in the gaps relating to surgical and regular medical insurance.

Estimating, accordingly, that the number of wage earners without coverage as either subscriber or dependents amounts to 31,100 for hospital insurance, 32,300 for surgical insurance, and 43,600 for regular medical insurance, the number of employees having dependents coverage would be 59,900 (or 65.8 per cent of the employees lacking subscriber coverage) for hospital insurance, 60,100 (or 65.0 per cent)
for surgical insurance, and 61,900 (or 58.7 per cent) for regular medical insurance.

In other words, the total percentage of wage earners without subscriber or dependents coverage is estimated at 11 per cent for hospital insurance, 11.5 per cent for surgical insurance, and 15.5 per cent for regular medical insurance.

The Subscribers and the Non-Subscribers: Who Are They?

In the foregoing section, an attempt was made to arrive at an estimate of the number of employees who are:

(a) Covered as subscribers;

(b) Not covered as subscribers but covered as dependents; and

(c) Not covered either as subscribers or as dependents.

It was estimated on the basis of gross coverage data relating to subscriber coverage that in 1969 190,530 (or 67.7 per cent) of the employees had hospital coverage, 189,124 (or 67.2 per cent) had surgical coverage, and 176,053 (or 62.5 per cent) had regular medical coverage. Correspondingly, it was estimated that the number of employees with dependents or no coverage totaled 90,985 for hospital insurance, 92,391 for surgical insurance, and 105,462 for medical insurance.

On the basis of the figures of married women and young persons under 19 years, it was estimated that dependents coverage was in the neighborhood of 65.0 per cent of the persons without subscriber coverage.

In the following section an attempt is made to study in greater detail the coverage situation with respect to certain categories of employment, differentiating between:

(a) Federal employees,

(b) State and municipal employees, and

(c) Wage earners in private employment.
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Federal employees. As of July, 1969, the number of federal civilian employees in the State (including persons 65 and over) was estimated at 35,540 of whom 11,460 were nondefense workers, and 24,080 were defense workers. Assuming that the percentage of employed over 65 among the defense workers is the overall percentage prevailing in the State (2.2 per cent) and that the number of persons over 65 among the federal nondefense employees is practically zero, the number of federal civilian employees under 65 is estimated at 35,000.

Health benefits for federal employees in the form of group coverage are governed by the Federal Employees Health Benefits Act of 1959. The law covers all federal employees (as defined in section 8901 in conjunction with section 2105 as amended in 1968) and empowers the Civil Service Commission to contract for or approve prepayment health benefit coverage under employee organization plans or group or individual practice prepayment plans. In addition, the Civil Service Commission may contract for or approve one government-wide plan offered by a carrier providing for service benefits and one government-wide plan offered by a carrier providing for indemnity benefits.

The coverage may be subscriber only coverage (self-coverage) or subscriber and dependents coverage. The coverage is financed jointly by withholdings from the pay of the subscriber and by government contributions. The bi-weekly contribution of the government is $1.62 for the subscriber only coverage and $3.94 for family coverage, but not more than half of the total subscription costs. In addition, the federal government pays one-half of the administrative expenses. Family includes unmarried children under 22 years of age.

According to the statistics supplied by the local health benefit organizations, the enrollment of federal employees in their plans covers 21,742 subscribers and 53,154 dependents. 5,223 have subscriber only coverage. Accordingly, subscriber coverage, excluding coverage by nonlocal organizations, extends to 62.1 per cent of the total federal labor force.

Hence, the subscriber coverage shows a coverage gap of a ratio which is 9 per cent larger than the statewide figures. It cannot be explained by assuming that all nonsubscribers have dependents coverage under plans covering the spouse, especially since the percentage of married women (who might thought to be covered as dependents rather than subscribers) among the federal employees is considerably less than the
state average, a fact which is explainable by the high percentage of defense workers.

The foregoing data do not account for any nonduplicative coverage which may exist by virtue of individual policies that are secured by federal employees. A proportionate allocation of the total nonduplicative policies allocated above to nonself-employed employees would entail an addition of 1,639 individual hospital insurance policies and 1,460 surgical and 373 medical policies.

State employees. The number of state and local employees under 65 as of July, 1969, was estimated at 36,600. The percentage of women among this class of workers is substantially above the state average and was estimated at 58.6 per cent in 1965 (at a time when the state average was 37.1 per cent). If the ratio of married women in the labor force to all women in the labor force can be assumed to be the general ratio, i.e., 63 per cent, it would follow that 36.9 per cent of state and municipal employees are married women.

Health benefits for state and local employees are provided by the State Public Employees Health Fund Law of 1961 which to a large degree is modeled after the federal pattern. The State makes a monthly contribution of $5 for each employee beneficiary and $15 for each employee beneficiary with dependents, with the qualification, however, that the State's total contribution is $15 when both husband and wife are employee beneficiaries.

According to the figures obtained from the state fund, 22,580 state and local employees under 65 in active service were covered by group plans by either HMSA or Kaiser; 7,474 had coverage as subscribers only; and the remaining 15,106 had subscriber and dependents coverage. Accordingly, of the total number of active state employees (under 65), 61.7 per cent had subscriber coverage. This is somewhat lower than the statewide percentage which was estimated to be 63.0 per cent (for hospital insurance). This disparity is explainable by the high percentage of married women in this category which might entail a greater percentage of coverage as dependents. This factor is important because it would lead to the conclusion that the statewide estimate that 21 per cent of all employees have hospital coverage as dependents is the weighted result of a higher percentage of dependents coverage among the state employees and a lower percentage of such coverage among the employees in private employment.
The foregoing data do not account for nonduplicative individual policies that may be held by state employees. Proportionate allocation to this class of employees would result in an additional coverage of 1,719 employees with hospital insurance, 1,531 with surgical coverage, and 391 with regular medical coverage.

Employees in private employment. The number of employees under 65 years of age in private employment (including those employed in the sugar industry) is estimated at 209,915. In view of the fact that (1) the total number of employees under 65 years of age covered as subscriber by either group or individual policies was estimated at 190,530, 189,124, and 176,053, respectively, for hospital, surgical, and regular medical benefits and that (2) the number of federal employees so covered was estimated at 23,381, 23,202, and 22,115 and the number of state employees so covered was estimated at 24,299, 24,111, and 22,971 for the three risk classes; it must be concluded that the total subscriber coverage of private employees is of the following extent:

- Hospital insurance 142,850
- Surgical insurance 141,811
- Regular medical insurance 130,967

Hence, the numbers of employees in private employment not covered as subscribers are estimated at:

- Hospital insurance 67,065 or 31.95%
- Surgical insurance 68,104 or 32.44%
- Regular medical insurance 78,948 or 37.61%

As pointed out before, a high percentage of these wage earners lacking subscriber coverage might be covered as dependents. Taking the unweighted state averages estimated before, i.e., 65.8 per cent, 65.0 per cent, and 58.7 per cent for the health benefit classes, respectively, the number of employees with dependents coverage would be:

- Hospital insurance 44,129
- Surgical insurance 44,268
- Regular medical insurance 46,342
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Accordingly, the number of employees in private employment without subscriber or dependents coverage would have the following magnitude:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Coverage</th>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hospital coverage</td>
<td>22,936</td>
<td>10.93%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surgical coverage</td>
<td>23,836</td>
<td>11.36%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regular medical coverage</td>
<td>32,606</td>
<td>15.53%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It should be noted that these percentages are calculated on the basis of two assumptions which are not wholly supported on a judgment basis and require adjustments in opposite directions: viz. the assumptions:

a. That the percentage of public employees having non-duplicatory individual policies is the same as the percentage of private employees (an assumption which may inflate the number of public employees having subscriber coverage); and

b. That the percentage of employees covered as dependents is the same for state employees as for private employees (an assumption which is too low and may result in a lowering of the percentage of private employees covered as dependents).

Accordingly, as a valid overall estimate, it may be estimated that 11 per cent of private employees lack hospital and surgical coverage and 15 per cent regular medical coverage.

Efforts were made to ascertain further details with respect to group coverage in private employment. For that purpose, two approaches were pursued:

(1) A questionnaire was sent to employers covered by the Hawaii Employment Security Law, soliciting information as to the availability, scope, and nature of group coverage for employees, classes and number of employees so protected, employer's share in the costs, etc.

(2) The unions operating in Hawaii were contacted for information as to the number of union members covered by health benefit plans established pursuant to collective bargaining agreement.
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The latter approach resulted in the ascertainment that 57,500 employees in private employment are covered as subscribers under union negotiated health benefit plans. Hence, coverage so provided extends to 27.4 per cent of the estimated number of wage earners in private employment (209,915).

The questionnaire sent to the employers was designed to provide detailed information as to the type of employers (in terms of type of business and size of firm) who provide coverage, the categories of employees who are covered or excluded from existing coverage, the method of financing, type of plan, and other matters. A sample of the questionnaire is included in the Appendix.

The questionnaire was mailed to 14,075 addresses obtained from the Department of Labor and Industrial Relations, after exclusion of the sugar industry which was contacted directly. The addresses included different units of the same firm, former employers who have gone out of business, and some individuals who no longer employed others. Unfortunately, the response was poor. Only 3,842 completed questionnaires were received, including answers from 368 individuals who either had gone out of business or ceased to be employers. Slightly more than 300 replies were erroneously completed or otherwise not susceptible to analysis.

3,020 returned questionnaires were responsive to the questions and analyzed with the aid of SWIS. Of the 3,020 firms replying validly, 1,124 reported some kind of coverage, while 1,896 reported no health benefit coverage of any kind. The firms responding to the 3,020 questionnaires had 62,191 individuals under 65 in their employment. On the basis of the estimate that there were approximately 14,000 active firms in the State with 199,789 employees (not counting the sugar industry), the replies covered 21.6 per cent of the employers and 31.1 per cent of the labor force in private employment. This indicates, of course, that the sample is not representative but biased toward the larger size firms.

The 1,896 firms without coverage had 10,030 employees, while the 1,124 firms affording coverage to all, or certain categories of their employees had 52,161 individuals under 65 in their employment. The number of employees with coverage in this group of 52,161 totaled 47,051, while the remaining 5,110 were excluded from coverage because of the type of their employment (probationary, part-time, temporary, custodial, etc.). The figures show that of the total of 62,191 employees accounted for in the sample, 15,140 had no coverage, while 47,051 had coverage. In other words, 75.7 per cent of all employees
constituting the population of the sample had group coverage as subscribers. This exceeds the estimates of the first part of the report which supported an estimate of subscriber groups coverage in private employment, excluding the sugar industry, of 61.5 per cent for hospital insurance, 61.5 per cent for surgical insurance, and 59.4 per cent for regular medical insurance. The difference, of course, is explainable by the fact that the replies to the questionnaire, as shown on Table 4, were biased toward large size firms, which tend to be firms providing coverage.

An effort was made, by means of the questionnaire, to correlate the coverage or noncoverage pattern to business type and size of firm. The following tables and comments are designed to show the resulting conclusions.

Table 5 shows that 61.8 per cent of the 1,896 employers without coverage had 3 or less employees and that 88.8 per cent had less than 10 employees. Conversely, Table 6 shows that among the firms with coverage, only 16.9 per cent had 3 or less employees and only 45.0 per cent had less than 10. In other words, noncoverage tends to concentrate among the smaller employers. This conclusion is substantiated further by Table 7, which shows that 86.0 per cent of the firms with 3 or less employees and 61.8 per cent of the firms with 4 to 9 employees do not have medical plans for their employees.

Looking at the distribution of coverage and noncoverage by type of business, Table 7 shows that the percentage of noncoverage was highest in the service industries (69.9 per cent) and in the wholesale and retail trades (64.1 per cent), while the highest percentages of coverage existed in construction and moving (61.9 per cent) and transportation, communication, and utility (58.1 per cent).

Noncoverage, therefore, depended both on the type of business and the firm size. Table 7 indicates that the highest percentage of noncoverage was in the small service industries (3 or less: 91.5 per cent; 4 to 9: 60.6 per cent) followed by the small wholesale or retail trades (3 or less: 86.0 per cent; 4 to 9: 69.6 per cent) and the small transportation and communication (3 or less: 82.8 per cent; 4 to 9: 50.0 per cent).

Hence, the impact of any compulsory coverage would primarily benefit employees in the small firms engaged in trade and commerces, especially the single women employed by them.
### Table 3
TOTAL NUMBER OF FIRMS ANALYZED (SAMPLE FIRMS) BY SIZE AND TYPE OF BUSINESS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Business</th>
<th>Size of Business</th>
<th>3 or less</th>
<th>4-9</th>
<th>10-19</th>
<th>20 or more</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wholesale or Retail Trade</td>
<td></td>
<td>352</td>
<td>312</td>
<td>174</td>
<td>138</td>
<td>976</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technical or Nontechnical Service</td>
<td></td>
<td>613</td>
<td>325</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>1,176</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finance, Insurance, Real Estate</td>
<td></td>
<td>183</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>321</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Construction or Moving</td>
<td></td>
<td>89</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>268</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manufacturing</td>
<td></td>
<td>32</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>118</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transportation, Communication, Utility</td>
<td></td>
<td>29</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Others</td>
<td></td>
<td>64</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td>1,362</td>
<td>828</td>
<td>397</td>
<td>433</td>
<td>3,020</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 4
COMPARISON OF NUMBER OF FIRMS ANALYZED TO NUMBER OF FIRMS IN THE STATE AS OF MARCH, 1967, BY SIZE OF BUSINESS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size of Business</th>
<th>Number of Firms in the State as of March, 1967</th>
<th>Firms Analyzed</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Total Number</td>
<td>Per Cent</td>
<td>With Plan</td>
<td>Number</td>
<td>Per Cent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 or less</td>
<td>6,040</td>
<td>1,362</td>
<td>22.5</td>
<td>190</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>1,172</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-9</td>
<td>3,129</td>
<td>828</td>
<td>26.5</td>
<td>316</td>
<td>10.1</td>
<td>512</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10-19</td>
<td>1,469</td>
<td>397</td>
<td>27.0</td>
<td>232</td>
<td>15.8</td>
<td>165</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 and over</td>
<td>1,496</td>
<td>433</td>
<td>28.9</td>
<td>386</td>
<td>25.8</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>12,134</td>
<td>3,020</td>
<td>24.9</td>
<td>1,124</td>
<td>9.3</td>
<td>1,896</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 5
FIRMS WITHOUT PLAN BY SIZE AND TYPE OF BUSINESS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Business</th>
<th>Size of Business</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Per Cent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wholesale or Retail Trade</td>
<td>3 or less</td>
<td>205</td>
<td>30.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technical or Nontechnical Services</td>
<td>4-9</td>
<td>217</td>
<td>34.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finance, Insurance, Real Estate</td>
<td>10-19</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>13.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Construction or Moving</td>
<td>20 and over</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>3.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manufacturing</td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>626</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transportation, Communication, Utility</td>
<td>Per Cent</td>
<td>33.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Others</td>
<td></td>
<td>66</td>
<td>11.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total | 1,172 | 512 | 165 | 47 | 1,896 | 100.0 |

Per Cent | 61.8 | 27.0 | 8.7 | 2.5 | 100.0 |

Table 6
FIRMS WITH PLAN BY SIZE AND TYPE OF BUSINESS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Business</th>
<th>Size of Business</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Per Cent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wholesale or Retail Trade</td>
<td>3 or less</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>15.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technical or Nontechnical Services</td>
<td>4-9</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>31.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finance, Insurance, Real Estate</td>
<td>10-19</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>30.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Construction or Moving</td>
<td>20 and over</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>39.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manufacturing</td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transportation, Communication, Utility</td>
<td>Per Cent</td>
<td>31.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Others</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total | 190 | 316 | 232 | 386 | 1,124 | 100.0 |

Per Cent | 16.9 | 28.1 | 20.6 | 34.4 | 100.0 |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Business</th>
<th>Size of Business</th>
<th>3 or less</th>
<th>4-9</th>
<th>10-19</th>
<th>20 or more</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wholesale or Retail Trade</td>
<td></td>
<td>13.4</td>
<td>30.4</td>
<td>51.7</td>
<td>85.5</td>
<td>35.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technical or Nontechnical Services</td>
<td></td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>39.4</td>
<td>60.9</td>
<td>87.3</td>
<td>30.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finance, Insurance, Real Estate</td>
<td></td>
<td>20.8</td>
<td>45.6</td>
<td>72.0</td>
<td>97.8</td>
<td>40.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Construction or Moving</td>
<td></td>
<td>39.3</td>
<td>56.6</td>
<td>72.4</td>
<td>90.5</td>
<td>61.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manufacturing</td>
<td></td>
<td>34.4</td>
<td>39.3</td>
<td>64.0</td>
<td>87.9</td>
<td>56.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transportation, Communication, Utility</td>
<td></td>
<td>17.2</td>
<td>50.0</td>
<td>60.0</td>
<td>97.0</td>
<td>58.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Others</td>
<td></td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>2.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>14.0</strong></td>
<td><strong>38.2</strong></td>
<td><strong>58.4</strong></td>
<td><strong>89.1</strong></td>
<td><strong>37.2</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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B. The Coverage Gap and Medicaid

In the foregoing part it was pointed out that the relevant population group for which health care coverage is a matter of concern consists of the resident civilian population under 65 with the exclusion of military dependents.

On that basis (unadjusted for under-count), it was found that the following number of persons in 1969 lacked health care insurance, depending on the kind of care:

hospital insurance: 69,544 or 11.7%
surgical insurance: 80,640 or 13.5%
medical insurance: 102,385 or 17.2%

Relating the coverage gap to persons in private employment not covered either as subscriber or as individual, it was estimated that the number of employees in private employment with respect to the various types of care is:

hospital insurance: 22,936 or 10.93%
surgical insurance: 23,836 or 11.36%
medical insurance: 32,606 or 15.53%

Since voluntary coverage for hospital insurance which is the costliest part of the basic protection is almost 90 per cent, it must be asked where the gap is not already substantially filled by Medicaid. Despite the heavy burden of that program, however, its reaches are severely curtailed.

General Features of Medicaid Coverage

Medicaid was established as a new federal public assistance program as a part of the amendments to the Social Security Act which also provided medicare for the aged. At that time medicaid received only limited public attention, particularly since the responsible congressional committees had grossly underestimated the financial implications of the new Title XIX. Thus the Reports of the Committee on Ways and Means of the House and of the Finance Committee of the Senate gave the following predictions as to the numerical and financial effects of the amendments:
The expanded medical assistance (Kerr-Mills) program is estimated to provide new or increased medical assistance to about 8 million needy persons during an early year of operation. States could, in the future, provide aid to as many as twice this number who need help with medical costs. . . .

As the accompanying table[9] shows, if all States took full advantage of provisions of the proposed title XIX, the additional Federal participation would amount to $238 million. However, because all States cannot be expected to act immediately to establish programs under the new title and because of provisions of the bill which permit States to receive the additional funds only to the extent that they increase the total expenditures, the Department of Health, Education and Welfare estimates that additional Federal costs in the first year of operation will not exceed $200 million.

Unfortunately it became almost immediately clear that the predictions suffered from three glaring forecasting miscalculations

(a) as to the number of persons affected;

(b) as to the level of aid granted; and

(c) as to the development of the costs of medical care.

Thus soon after the adoption of the law, one of the recognized experts in the field concluded that the total number of persons potentially eligible for medical aid would soon exceed the 35 million mark.71 Of course, reliable actual estimates were impossible owing to the broad range of discretion left to the states in defining medical indigency and their eligibility standards for medical aid.72

In view of the far reaching potential of the coverage provisions of the federal law and their impact on policy choices on the state level, it is important to outline the basic federal requirements and limitations.

**Scope of Title XIX**

Title XIX aimed at "enabling each State, as far as practicable under the conditions of such State, to furnish medical assistance on behalf of families with dependent children and of aged, blind or permanently and totally disabled individuals, whose income and resources are insufficient to meet the costs of necessary medical services."73 As originally enacted74 it specified no ceilings on
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financial eligibility of individuals belonging to the enumerated categories which would limit federal financial participation in state plans. Income limitations were solely dependent on the states' ideas on the criteria for the "medically needy". Title XIX focussed on setting floors, proscribing discriminations, and defining the area of federal participation. The amendments of 1967, however, introduced income limitations with respect to the extent of federal participation.

The area of federal participation is not easily described, and the governing provisions of Title XIX are subject to elaborate interpretations and regulations issued by the Department of Health, Education and Welfare.

Federal participation requires a minimum compulsory coverage of certain categories by the State plan, but is available also to optional coverage of specified additional classes of persons. In addition, however, the federal act contains the important mandate to the states to gradually and before July 1, 1977, include all persons meeting the plan's eligibility standards whether or not the aid so provided is entitled to federal sharing.

The federal interpretations differentiate between "categorically needy" and "medically needy". Categorically needy are:

1. All individuals receiving aid or assistance under the state's approved plans under Titles I, IV, X, and XIV (Old-Age Assistance, Aid to Families with Dependent Children, Aid to the Blind, Aid to the Permanently and Totally Disabled);

2. All residents of the state who would be eligible under one of the state programs under these titles but for the durational requirements of the particular program;

3. All persons who would be eligible for aid or assistance under the state plans, except for any other eligibility condition or other requirement in such plan that is expressly prohibited in a medical assistance program under Title XIX;

4. Persons who meet all the conditions of eligibility, including financial eligibility, of one of the state's approved plans under Titles I, IV, X, and XIV, but have not applied for such assistance;
(5) Persons in a medical facility who but for such confinement would be eligible for financial assistance under one of the state's approved plans under Titles I, IV, X, and XIV; 89

(6) Persons who would be eligible for financial assistance under another state public assistance plan, except that the relevant state plan imposes eligibility conditions more stringent than, or in addition to, those required by the Social Security Act; 90

(7) Children under 21 who except for age, would be dependent children under the state's AFDC plan; 91

(8) Individuals under 21 who qualify on the basis of financial eligibility, but do not qualify as dependent children; 92

(9) Caretaker relatives who have in their care one or more children under 21, who except for age, would be dependent children under the state's AFDC plan; 93

(10) Spouses essential to recipients of old age assistance, aid to the blind, or aid to the permanently and totally disabled; 94

(11) General assistance recipients and persons who would be eligible for general assistance but have not applied therefore. 95

"Medically needy" are persons who, except for income and resources, belong to the same group of persons as the individuals covered as categorically needy. 96

The Act differentiates between compulsory and optional coverage. Compulsory coverage is prescribed for those classes of "categorically" needy listed above under number 1, 2, 3, and 7. All other classes listed above may be included as optional coverage.

Federal participation in the cost of medicaid is available for the four classes subject to compulsory coverage listed above and all other classes of categorically needy listed above, except general assistance recipients (supra, number 11). Federal participation is also provided for coverage of medically needy, falling within the classes enumerated (supra, numbers 1 to 10) subject, however, to the income limitations introduced by the 1967 amendments. 97
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The most important groups of optional coverage without federal participation under a state plan are therefore:

(1) The recipients of general assistance,

(2) Self-supporting individuals between 21 and 65 years of age, whose income and resources cover their maintenance needs according to the income and resources level of the medically needy, but not their needs for medical care.

Actually the states have made varying use of the optional coverage possibilities, in particular for individuals who are not categorically but only medically needy. Although quantitative data for various states are not truly comparable, since they are the result of too many variables, it is not without significance that for the various states the per inhabitant costs of medical assistance and maintenance assistance and the relation of both items to one another show wide variations and furnish an indicator of the relative extent of medical assistance.

During the calendar year 1968, for example, in ten states the per inhabitant expenditures for medical assistance exceeded the per inhabitant expenditures for maintenance assistance, the top burden in both categories being borne by the residents of New York. The following table (Table 8) shows the respective data for New York, California, the national average, and Hawaii.

Table 8
EXPENDITURES PER INHABITANT FOR MAINTENANCE AND MEDICAL ASSISTANCE: CALENDAR YEAR 1968

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Medical Assistance</th>
<th>Maintenance Assistance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>New York</td>
<td>$63.95</td>
<td>$56.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California</td>
<td>34.85</td>
<td>54.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Average</td>
<td>20.20</td>
<td>27.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hawaii</td>
<td>13.65</td>
<td>22.05</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Hawaii during 1968 ranked 22nd in the nation on the basis of per inhabitant cost of maintenance assistance and 23rd on the basis of medical assistance.

The same picture is obtained by a comparison of the number of recipients who are entitled to both maintenance and medical assistance with the number of recipients of medical assistance only, see Table 9.

### Table 9

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Money and Medical Assistance</th>
<th>Medical Only</th>
<th>4:2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>U.S. Total</td>
<td>4,071,000</td>
<td>2,764,000</td>
<td>1,308,000</td>
<td>32.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York</td>
<td>831,000</td>
<td>438,000</td>
<td>393,000</td>
<td>47.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California</td>
<td>800,000</td>
<td>708,000</td>
<td>91,700</td>
<td>11.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Massachusetts</td>
<td>248,000</td>
<td>105,000</td>
<td>144,000</td>
<td>58.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hawaii</td>
<td>10,300</td>
<td>8,400</td>
<td>1,800</td>
<td>17.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


In assessing the significance of these data it must be understood that the "medical only" category includes not only the "medically needy" but also persons who are categorically needy but fail to qualify under the governing state law for other than income limitation. Moreover, the relative numbers reflect also the comparative liberality of the state plans under the other titles, especially Titles I and IV. Thus the low ratio of medical assistance only recipients in California reflects also the broad coverage of California's OAA program. In New York only 27.7 per cent of the aged who receive Title XIX assistance also receive money payments while in California the percentage is 79.1.99
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Medicaid in Hawaii

Medicaid in Hawaii has its statutory basis in section 346-14(1) Hawaii Revised Statutes, which requires the Department of Social Services and Housing to:

Administer, establish programs and standards, and promulgate rules as deemed necessary for all public assistance, including payments for medical care.

Pursuant to this mandate and in compliance with the federal acts and federal regulations, the Department of Social Services and Housing developed the State Plan for Medical Assistance, State of Hawaii. The following categories of persons are eligible for medical assistance in the State:

1. All individuals receiving aid or assistance under the State's approved plans under Titles IV and XVI (AFDC, and combined AA, AB, and AFDC programs).

2. All residents of the State who would be eligible for aid or assistance under one of the other State plans except for the durational residence requirements for the particular program.

3. All persons who would be eligible for aid and assistance under one of the other State plans except for any other eligibility condition or other requirement in such plan that is specifically prohibited in a program for medical assistance under Title XIX.

4. Individuals who meet the conditions of eligibility, including financial eligibility, under the State's approved plans for Title IV (AFDC) and Title XVI (combined AA, AB, and APTD) but who are not receiving assistance.

5. Persons in medical facilities, except those in medical institutions for mental diseases and tuberculosis, who if they left such facilities would be eligible for financial assistance under one of the other State's approved plans.

6. Children under 21 who qualify on the basis of need but who do not qualify as dependent children under the State's Title IV plan.
(7) Caretaker relatives meeting the degree of relationship specified in the State's Title IV plan who have in their care one or more dependent children under the age of 21.

(8) Spouses of recipients of financial assistance under the State's approved plan for Title XVI who are determined to be essential to the well being of such recipients.

(9) Persons 21 and over receiving financial assistance under the State's General Assistance Program.

(10) Persons who except for income and resources are eligible under the State's General Assistance Program.

The largest group of persons covered are categorically needy persons for whom federal participation may be claimed. The principal classes of persons entitled to medical assistance are persons who are receiving financial assistance under the State's General Assistance Program and persons who, except for income and resources, are eligible under the State's General Assistance Program.

The Department has established a special "Modified Assistance Standard", also called Medical Assistance Standard, to determine eligibility for medical assistance of persons who do not receive money payments under one of the other existing programs. A person shall be eligible for "Medical Assistance Only", if his income and resources are equal to or less than the Modified Assistance Standard (Medical Assistance Standard) which currently are the following amounts:

Table 10
MEDICAL ASSISTANCE STANDARDS 1970

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of Persons</th>
<th>Monthly Maintenance Costs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>$135</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>225</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>255</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>380</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>450</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Add $40 for each additional member.
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The monthly maintenance costs used for the Medical Assistance Standard are not substantially different from the Total Monthly Requirements computed on the basis of the applicable General Assistance Standard established by the Department of Social Services and Housing. 103

In other words, while Hawaii has adopted a broad coverage in terms of covered groups (categorically and categorically needy), the State has not covered broad strata of medically needy over and above the income limits set for categorically needy and has chosen not to exhaust the 133 1/3 per cent limits of federal sharing. 104

Nevertheless the costs of medicaid and the amount of Hawaii's share have mounted steadily, primarily because of growing utilization and the spiralling costs of medical care. 105 The State's share is the difference between the total cost of the program and the federal share, the latter consisting of three items: 106

(a) The federal medical assistance percentage;

(b) Seventy-five per cent of so much of the administrative expenses as are attributable to compensation or training of skilled professional medical personnel and staff directly supporting such personnel;

(c) Fifty per cent of the other administrative expenses.

The federal medical assistance percentage ranges between 50 and 83 per cent, depending upon the relationship between the per capita income of the State to the per capita income of the United States excluding the insular possessions. 107 It should be noted, however, that the federal government does not contribute to the expenses of medicaid for persons who are general assistance recipients and persons categorically linked to the G.A. program (so-call M-Gs).

The following table (Table 11) shows the total costs and the federal share and the State's share of such costs of medicaid for the fiscal years 1966-1967 to 1971-1972.
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Table 11
EXPENDITURES FOR MEDICAID IN HAWAII
1966-1967 to 1971-1972

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fiscal Year</th>
<th>Total Cost</th>
<th>Federal Share</th>
<th>State Share</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1967-1968</td>
<td>10,296,878</td>
<td>4,593,947</td>
<td>5,702,931</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1968-1969</td>
<td>12,948,760</td>
<td>5,261,194</td>
<td>7,687,566</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1969-1970</td>
<td>16,421,236</td>
<td>7,425,788</td>
<td>8,995,448</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1970-1971*</td>
<td>19,024,386</td>
<td>10,003,949</td>
<td>9,020,437</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1971-1972*</td>
<td>27,233,933</td>
<td>12,288,212</td>
<td>14,945,721</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Estimated

Source: Executive Budgets
1968/1969 p. C-225 and D-17

The segment of the population annually reached by medicaid is not readily determinable from published statistics since the relevant reports are published on a monthly basis and, in the case of the monthly statistics of the State, do not segregate recipients of money payments who were also recipients of medical care and those who were not.

Fortunately, however the unduplicated number of medical care recipients per calendar year, is available from the annual reports submitted by the Department of Social Services and Housing to the Department of Health, Education and Welfare on Form FS-2082.2.

According to the Statistical Report on Medical Care: Recipients, Payments, Services for Calendar Year 1969, a total of 44,044 unduplicated individuals received medical vendor payments during the reporting period. These 44,044 consisted of the following groups:
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Table 12
MEDICAID RECIPIENTS
CALENDAR YEAR 1969

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Money Payments Authorized</th>
<th>Money Payments Not Authorized</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>65 and over</td>
<td>1,631</td>
<td>4,363</td>
<td>5,994</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blind</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Permanently and totally disabled</td>
<td>2,512</td>
<td>837</td>
<td>3,349</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dependent children</td>
<td>19,129</td>
<td>2,380</td>
<td>21,509</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adults in AFDC families</td>
<td>8,197</td>
<td>1,057</td>
<td>9,254</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Others (Essential Adults)</td>
<td>2,689</td>
<td>1,149</td>
<td>3,838</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Totals</td>
<td>34,246</td>
<td>9,798</td>
<td>44,044</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The numbers show a sharp increase with respect to 1968 when the corresponding total was only 30,540. Hence the percentage increase from one calendar year to the other was 44.5 per cent. Deducting the 5,463 persons 65 and over from the total results in a total of 38,581 persons under 65 as recipients of medical assistance, of whom 30,763 belong in the AFDC category. The number of individuals under 21 receiving medical assistance totalled 23,783 of whom 21,519 received such aid under the AFDC category.

Although the number of persons who received medical assistance during 1969 constitutes a large fraction of the number of individuals who did not possess prepayment plan coverage for hospital, surgical, or medical insurance, it cannot be assumed that the persons who received medical assistance for various health services represented the total or at least substantially the total number of individuals who actually needed the respective services but lacked voluntary prepayment coverage therefor. This becomes evident by comparing the number of persons receiving physicians' services under medicaid with the number of persons without insurance for medical services. In Part II-A of this report it was estimated that the number of individuals without medical insurance in 1969 was 116,381; physicians' services under medicaid during 1969 were rendered to 30,177 recipients under 65. It seems unreasonable to believe the remaining 86,204 individuals were so healthy as not to require any physicians' services throughout the year.
The preceding paragraph involves an estimate of the number of persons who were eligible for medical assistance, i.e., of persons who would have been entitled to medical assistance if sickness had required them to seek medical care and public assistance for its defrayal.

The concept of eligibility for medical assistance is rather complex and varies from state to state. In Hawaii an individual is entitled to medical assistance, if he

(1) actually receives money payments under the special categorical assistance programs or the General Assistance Program, or

(2) is in need of "medical assistance only" because his income and resources are equal to or less than the medical assistance standard and meet the specific requirements under any categorical assistance programs (including categorical assistance).110

This signifies that a person must belong to the substandard income and resources group and meet the other prerequisites for the four categorical programs of the State (AABD, AFDC, CWFC, and GA). Since Hawaii has a broad categorical assistance program, including adults as well as children, the financial condition of adults who are incapacitated by illness is the paramount eligibility requirement.111 This explains the fact that in Hawaii in February 1970, 14.7 per cent of medical care recipients were adults between 21 and 64, while the national average was only 2.6 per cent.112 Adults who are not covered by the special categorical programs and who are not incapacitated or unemployable by reason of age and lack of skills nor have children under 18, however, are in general not entitled to medical assistance under General Assistance.113

Because of the complexity of the categorical conditions and the lack of reliable data on income distribution by family size, it seems to be impossible to arrive at a reliable estimate of the number of persons eligible for medical assistance in a given year.

State income tax data do not furnish a reliable basis for estimates for the intended purpose. On the other hand, the tax returns of single persons (unrelated individuals) include a substantial number of persons who are listed as dependents in the returns of other taxpayers. Hence the number of persons reporting low incomes is not a usable indicator of the number of families with low incomes and would reflect a high degree of duplication which cannot be
adjusted downward without excessive margin of error. On the other hand, the state income tax returns do not include all income. Excluded are retirement pay, pensions, and social security benefits. Hence in the case of aged persons, a substantial overcount may be produced. Finally a number of individuals may have no income but resources which exclude them from being potentially eligible for public assistance.

All these factors lead to the conclusion that the number of persons who could have received medical assistance had they applied therefore is not a vast one and that the coverage gap estimated in Part II-A of this report is not filled by medicaid even on the basis of the assumption that the number of eligibles exceeds that of the actual unduplicated recipients.

Most of all medicaid at present is primarily a "horse-out-of-the-barn type" of coverage. Although Title XIX authorizes prepayment plan coverage of persons in need of medical assistance and includes expenditures for premiums in the scope of the Federal Medical Percentage and although the Handbook contains elaborate provisions relating to coverage by health insuring organizations or pooled funds, the coverage of medical assistance clients is still in its incipiency. The State of Hawaii has embarked on a limited program providing prepayment coverage (at the rate of $82.38 for a subscriber with three dependents) of 500 families receiving aid under the State's AFDC and Child Welfare Foster Care programs.

Extending this type of coverage to the total population now entitled to medical assistance would present a number of technical difficulties. In the first place the different components of the current load (families with children, aged, blind, and permanently and totally disabled) would require different categorical rates. In the second place the coverage of the medical-assistance-only cases would necessitate advance determinations of eligibility which would result in a considerable increase of the social work case load, in contrast to the case of current money recipients where the eligibility results automatically. The total cost of such prepayment coverage is likewise difficult to assess, since such a system would most likely increase the number of individuals seeking to avail themselves of the coverage as well as the utilization of medical services per person. At present levels the net cost of medicaid, assuming an annual cost of $20,000,000 for 44,000 nonduplicated recipients, is $455 per person. The cost of a system of prepayment at current standards of eligibility might be substantially higher, until prepayment care lowers the frequency and severity rates. Even at that it would not close the present coverage gap.
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A. General Aspects

The foregoing parts of the report concluded that at present voluntary prepayment plan coverage does not extend to a substantial portion of the population the size of which varies with the type of care, being smallest with respect to hospital insurance (11.7 per cent) and largest with respect to medical insurance (17.2 per cent).

It was also shown that medicaid at the present level of medical assistance standards would not close the whole gap, although eligibility for medicaid might benefit between 40 to 60 per cent of the persons concerned.

Against this background available options must be discussed. Of course, the spectrum of options is extremely broad, ranging from "no action whatsoever" to a total remodelling of the existing arrangements for the delivery and financing of medical care, i.e., establishment of a state health service system patterned after the British model.

Basically, however, two intermediate approaches deserve practical attention:

(a) Increase of the medical assistance standards to cover a much larger segment of the population, with or without introduction of prepayment arrangements;

(b) Extension of the existing system of prepayment plan coverage to additional categories of employees on a contributory basis, with or without a premium supplementation scheme.

The report recommends the second alternative because of its greater feasibility and fairness to the population as a whole.

Alternative (a), i.e., expansion of medicaid by an increase of the eligibility for medical aid, would not only be an extremely costly but also an impolitic measure, especially since the long-range benefits of prepayment coverage would be hard to achieve. Although the federal government would contribute a portion to the increased burden, the respective proportion of its share would decline sharply. In the first place the federal government does not contribute at all to the general assistance category, and this category might occupy a greater percentage of the total if eligibility were increased. Secondly, the 133-1/3 per cent rule, of the current General Assistance Standards,
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would limit the federal share to a family income (2 adult family of four) of $4,300,¹ and any increase beyond that amount would either be unmatched by a federal contribution or necessitate a concomitant increase in the General Assistance Standards. Moreover, an attempt to cover the whole population entitled to medicaid would necessitate a constant surveillance of eligibility requiring a host of social workers and thus a substantial increase in administrative costs.

Since medicaid coverage must provide for comprehensive medical services, an increase in medicaid may create the real danger of an imbalance in utilization of medical facilities and overtaxing of the available delivery system. Finally, the provision of liberal free care might be an attraction to less fortunate families on the mainland which, under current constitutional construction, could not be stemmed by residence requirements.

Universal medical health insurance with an overhaul of the delivery system can only come on the federal level and even a truncated system in the form of liberalized medicaid is fraught with inherent limitations and inequities.

As a result it is recommended to establish an independent scheme of mandatory prepayment coverage which avoids disturbance and overlap with the presently existing medical assistance system, in particular, with those categories thereof that are entitled to federal contributions, i.e.:

(a) Aged,

(b) Blind and disabled,

(c) AFDC families, i.e., families with children and without or with unemployed fathers,

(d) Children under 21 in need of medical care.

Any overlap with these categories would result in a loss of the federal share of the burden and result in federal taxation upon the citizens of Hawaii without commensurate benefits. An overlap with general assistance coverage for medically needy would not be harmful and, in fact, be beneficial, since it would transform the coverage into the desirable prepayment type.

The most feasible scheme to accomplish the desired goals would be a mandatory prepayment coverage for employees under 65.
Such a system would have a number of desirable features. It would in effect be an extension of the existing arrangements, some sort of a "bringing up the rear" measure. It could use the available delivery system and employ the prevailing community standards as a norm. It would thus prevent an overtaxing of the facilities and exercise only minimal inflationary pressures. It would not be available to newly arriving welfare families, without violation of the constitutional prohibition against residence requirements.

Unfortunately, such a system would not only perpetuate the existing medical assistance system (which is unavoidable), but, in addition, might not reach certain deserving categories of persons with irregular or multiple employment and leave them to general assistance in case of incapacitating illness and after depletion of their resources. It would seem, however, that certain unavoidable shortcomings should not militate against the attempt to protect at least the preponderant majority of employees now without or without adequate prepayment coverage.

B. Mandatory Prepaid Health Care Coverage for Employees

The basic principles of the recommended scheme is quite simple:

(1) Every regular employee in private employment shall be protected by a prepaid plan providing for hospital, surgical, and medical benefits.

(2) The level of benefits should conform with the prevailing community standards.

(3) Unless a collective bargaining agreement or self-initiated employer's policy provides for an allocation of the costs more beneficial to the employee, the costs shall be shared equally by the employer and the employee.

(4) The prescribed coverage may be provided with any of the existing prepayment plan operators, regardless of whether they provide services, such as Kaiser or other medical group plans, or reimbursement either on a nonprofit principle, such as HMSA or similar organizations, or on the profit principle, as the commercial carriers.
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(5) The scheme does not intend to interfere with the collective bargaining process or interfere with the services provided pursuant to such collective agreements, as in the sugar industry.

(6) The free choice of his physician by the employee shall be protected.

(7) In order to avoid an oppressive burden on low-wage earners and their employers, the mandatory scheme should be coupled with a plan for premium supplementation from general revenues.

Although the basic principles are easily stated, their implementation requires a number of difficult decisions regarding eligibility, governing rules for cases of irregular and multiple employment, prevention of duplicate coverage, and administration. These choices become particularly difficult and pressing if the system is coupled, as is envisaged, with a premium supplementation scheme.

By way of preface, it may be recalled that President Nixon announced plans for the introduction of a Family Health Insurance Program, submitted to the Senate Finance Committee, which provided for a government share of 100 per cent for families with incomes under $1,600, of 95 per cent for families with incomes between $1,600 and $3,000, of 90 per cent for families with incomes between $3,000 and $4,500, and 75 per cent for families with incomes between $4,500 and $5,620. Of course, a state-supported supplementation scheme would have to be much more modest.

The State of Hawaii currently operates a rent supplementation scheme under sections 359-121 to 359-126, Hawaii Revised Statutes, as amended by Act 105, section 3, Session Laws of Hawaii 1970. The governing provisions provide for annual rent supplements on behalf of "qualified tenants" in amounts not to exceed $70 a month. The current net costs of this program are $318,755. A similar system in the field of health protection seems appropriate.

Scope in Coverage

It is recommended that mandatory prepayment plan coverage extend to substantially all regular employees in private employment.
Federal employees could not be reached by a contributory scheme for constitutional reasons. State employees likewise may be excluded since group coverage on the contributory principle is available to them, and they are represented by various bargaining units.

A regular employee for the purposes of this recommended measure shall be an individual who is in the employ of any one employer for at least 20 hours per week.

The employer shall provide group coverage for a regular employee after he has been in his employ for four consecutive weeks. The coverage shall commence at the earliest date following that period at which the prepaid health care plan operator enrolls new subscribers.

Eligibility shall extend to all employees who receive at least an annual cash wage of $1,680 or a monthly wage of $140 from their regular employers. This figure is based on two considerations: It corresponds to the minimum wage, rounded off for ease of computation. It dovetails reasonably with the medical assistance standard of $135 per month for single adults.

Exemptions

Certain groups of employees should be exempted from coverage either because of constitutional doubts or other policy reasons. This applies to:

(1) Family employment,

(2) Seamen,

(3) Employees of employees' benefit associations open only to federal employees,

(4) Insurance agents,

(5) Employment exempted from unemployment insurance coverage by the Federal Economic Opportunity Act of 1964. 5

Avoidance of Duplicate Coverage

It is possible that an employee may enjoy prepaid health plan coverage apart from the mandatory coverage of the recommended legislation. Hence it is recommended that no duplicate coverage be required.
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Coverage, apart from the required coverage under the recommended legislation, may exist because:

(1) The employee is covered under any other legislation of the State or the United States (e.g., medicare);

(2) The employee receives public assistance under any economic assistance program or is covered by a prepayment plan established under medicaid;

(3) The employee is covered as a dependent under the prepaid health care plan of his or her spouse or parent.

Required Health Benefits

It is recommended not to prescribe a rigid catalogue of items that must be included in a prepaid health care plan in order to qualify under the recommended act. It is felt that the prescribed coverage should be equal or medically equivalent to the health services offered under the prepayment plans that currently are most prevalent in the State, as for instance HMSA Plan 4 and Kaiser Plan 0. The only requirements should be that the coverage include a combination of hospital, surgical, and medical benefits and that the hospital benefits extend to at least 150 days in each calendar year. To the extent that the prevailing plans provide for co-insurance or limits on reimbursability, the existing system shall not be changed and shall remain flexible.

Provision of Coverage by Principal Employer; Contributory Financing

It is recommended that each (principal) employer provide group prepaid health care plan coverage for his regular employees and that the premium therefor be paid on a contributory basis, i.e., one-half by the employer and one-half by the employee, unless the employer agrees to pay all or a greater share. In no case shall the employee be required to pay more than half of the cost.

A requirement that the employer (within limits) pay at least one-half of the cost of subscriber coverage would not constitute a radical innovation.

The questionnaire sent to the employers showed that out of 1,157 firms:
615 paid 100 percent of the costs of subscriber coverage,
75 paid between 51 and 90 percent thereof,
183 paid 50 percent thereof,
22 paid between 14 and 48 percent thereof, and
262 paid nothing.

In addition, 367 firms paid the whole costs of dependents coverage, while 254 contributed at least half of such costs.

At the lower wage brackets, however, the imposition of the costs of subscriber coverage upon the employee in the form of wage withholding and upon the employer as some sort of a payroll tax may become oppressive. At present the premium for the most prevalent health care prepayment plan providing for services is $160 per year. Hence at a low annual wage, a comparatively high percentage thereof would have to be allocated to health insurance, descending to lower figures as the income increases. The following table shows the relation between annual wage and percentage of premium costs:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Annual Wage</th>
<th>Percentage of Premium Costs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$1,680</td>
<td>9.52%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2,000</td>
<td>8.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3,000</td>
<td>5.33%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4,000</td>
<td>4.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5,000</td>
<td>3.20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5,333</td>
<td>3.00%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It would seem that there should be a limit on the percentage of wages which an employee and his employer should be required by statute to devote to the employee's health insurance. Otherwise the mandatory features might become too burdensome and not only restrict unduly the disposable income of the employee as well as curtail job opportunities. Hence at some limit a premium supplementation scheme should become operative.

**Premium Supplementation**

In order to prevent oppressiveness of the mandatory coverage, it is recommended that the contributory system be coupled with a program of premium supplementation, payable from state general revenues. Such a program would enhance the fairness of the distribution of the costs of compulsory health insurance, since Hawaii ranks only no. 35 (out of 51) in average weekly earnings from manufacturing but no. 13 in
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per capita personal income. 7

The concrete features of such a premium supplementation program depend, of course, on a legislative judgment of fairness and feasibility. A system which supplements the premium costs above 3 per cent of the wages would be substantially more expensive than one that supplements premium costs above the 4 per cent level.

A system based on a 4 per cent maximum combined contribution would require annual supplementations ranging from $96.808 to $1 covering regular employees with annual earnings between $1,680 and $4,000, while a system based on a 3 per cent combined maximum would require annual contributions ranging from $109.609 to $1 covering regular employees with annual earnings between $1,680 and $5,334, i.e., require higher supplements to a greater number of people. An even larger supplement, in terms of persons entitled thereto and of maximum amounts, would flow from a 2.5 per cent combined maximum. In that case the supplement would start at the $6,400 bracket and reach $118.00 at the $1,680 level.

Unfortunately, it is well-nigh impossible to arrive at definite estimates of the costs of a supplementation program at various support levels. On the one hand there exist no reliable data with respect to the number of regular employees in the relevant wage brackets. On the other hand, it is difficult to estimate the number of employees in the various lower wage brackets who have coverage either as military dependents or as dependents of employees in the higher wage brackets with dependents' coverage and who therefore will not require any premium supplementation. It must be expected, however, that at least some of the employees who now have coverage paid entirely by them or jointly by them and their employers will claim premium supplementation, once it becomes available. It cannot be assumed that premium supplementation will only be claimed by employees in the lower wage brackets who at present have no coverage whatsoever or lack coverage for medical services.

The safest way to approach the problem is by calculating the uppermost limits of the costs of a supplementation program on the basis of wage and salary distribution figures derived from the state income tax returns, and then to make downward adjustments for the reason that the figures include wage earners that are excluded from the program, such as:
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(a) Government employees,
(b) Maritime employees,
(c) Employees in the sugar industry,
(d) Part-time workers,
(e) Employees age 65 and over,
(f) Employees covered by Champus,
(g) Employees covered as dependents of workers, in the higher wage groups, and
(h) Welfare recipients.

It is safe to assume that most of the part-time employees and of the employees age 65 and over will belong to the lower income brackets, while the preponderant majority of the government workers will be above the $5,000 level.

Mr. Gordon Frazier of the Department of Labor and Industrial Relations has extended the State Income Patterns (Individual) between 1959 and 1967 to 1971 and arrived at the following results:10

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Income Bracket</th>
<th>Number of Wage Earners</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$1,000 to $1,999</td>
<td>20,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$2,000 to $2,999</td>
<td>12,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$3,000 to $3,999</td>
<td>11,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$4,000 to $4,999</td>
<td>11,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$5,000 to $5,999</td>
<td>13,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$6,000 to $6,999</td>
<td>13,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This would include approximately 31,200 wage earners in the $1,680 to $4,000 brackets, 47,000 in the $1,680 to $5,334 brackets, and 60,900 in the $1,680 to $6,400 brackets. The average annual wage in the State for 1969/1970 was slightly above $6,600.

Assuming an 8.0 per cent downward correction for employees age 65 and over and part-time employees would result in an estimate of the maximum cost of supplementation programs at various levels without downward correction for dependents' coverage under Champus or a pre-payment plan of a spouse or parent as subscriber or protection under medicaid.
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The following tables show the maximum costs of premium supplementation programs at current wage and premium levels.

A. Premium Supplementation to Premiums in Excess of 3 Per Cent of Wages

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Wage Bracket</th>
<th>No. of Employees</th>
<th>Average Annual Supplement</th>
<th>Costs Per Bracket</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$1,680-$1,999</td>
<td>7,544</td>
<td>$104.80</td>
<td>$790,611</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2,000- 2,999</td>
<td>11,040</td>
<td>85.00</td>
<td>938,400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3,000- 3,999</td>
<td>10,120</td>
<td>55.00</td>
<td>556,600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4,000- 4,999</td>
<td>10,580</td>
<td>25.00</td>
<td>264,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5,000- 5,334</td>
<td>3,986</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>19,930</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$1,680-$5,334</td>
<td>43,270</td>
<td></td>
<td>$2,570,041</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B. Premium Supplementation to Premiums in Excess of 4 Per Cent of Wages

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Wage Bracket</th>
<th>No. of Employees</th>
<th>Average Annual Supplement</th>
<th>Costs Per Bracket</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$1,680-$1,999</td>
<td>7,544</td>
<td>$86.40</td>
<td>$651,802</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2,000- 2,999</td>
<td>11,040</td>
<td>60.00</td>
<td>662,400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3,000- 3,999</td>
<td>10,120</td>
<td>20.00</td>
<td>202,400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$1,680-$4,000</td>
<td>28,704</td>
<td></td>
<td>$1,516,602</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
C. **Premium Supplementation to Premiums in Excess of 2.5 Per Cent of Wages**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Wage Bracket</th>
<th>No. of Employees</th>
<th>Average Annual Supplement</th>
<th>Costs Per Bracket</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$1,680-$1,999</td>
<td>7,544</td>
<td>$114.50</td>
<td>$863,788</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2,000-2,999</td>
<td>11,040</td>
<td>97.50</td>
<td>1,076,400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3,000-3,999</td>
<td>10,120</td>
<td>72.50</td>
<td>733,700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4,000-4,999</td>
<td>10,580</td>
<td>47.50</td>
<td>502,550</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5,000-5,999*</td>
<td>13,000</td>
<td>22.50</td>
<td>292,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6,000-6,399*</td>
<td>5,200</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>26,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>57,484</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>$3,494,938</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*No adjustment for aged and part-time employees.

Of course, it could be decided to adopt a staggered system: supplementation to premiums in excess of 2.5 per cent for wage earners under $3,999 and in excess of 3.00 per cent for wage earners between $4,000 and $5,334.

D. **Premium Supplementation to Premiums in Excess of 2.5 Per Cent for Wage Earners Below $3,999 and of 3 Per Cent for Earnings Above**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Wage Bracket</th>
<th>No. of Employees</th>
<th>Average Annual Supplement</th>
<th>Costs Per Bracket</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$1,680-$1,999</td>
<td>7,544</td>
<td>$114.50</td>
<td>$863,788</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2,000-2,999</td>
<td>11,040</td>
<td>97.50</td>
<td>1,076,400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3,000-3,999</td>
<td>10,120</td>
<td>72.50</td>
<td>733,700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4,000-4,999</td>
<td>10,580</td>
<td>25.00</td>
<td>264,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5,000-5,334</td>
<td>3,986</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>19,930</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>43,270</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>$2,958,318</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
RECOMMENDED MEASURES

As was pointed out before the figures in the tables express outer limits and require downward adjustments because of the inclusion of:

(a) Employed welfare mothers and other employed adult welfare recipients;

(b) Employed military dependents; and

(c) Employed dependents of employed wage earners with dependents' coverage, especially in the higher brackets.

In Part I an effort was made to arrive at an estimate of employed persons with dependents' coverage and it was concluded that 21.3 per cent of the employed labor force could be considered as protected by such coverage.

On that basis it can be concluded that the net costs of the premium supplementation program set forth under Table A would be in the neighborhood of $2 million, rather than $2.5 million and that program B would cost $1.2 million rather than $1.52 million. In other words extension of the existing system by mandatory coverage with premium supplementation at lower-wage brackets would involve about one-tenth of the cost of medicaid.

It is recommended that the Legislature adopt Plan A. While, of course, this report does not presume to invade the province of legislative judgment, it would seem that 3 per cent of the wages (split into shares of 1.5 and 1.5) could be afforded by single wage earners even at annual wages in low brackets. An employed woman with a dependent child might be entitled to AFDC benefits and therefore exempt from compulsory coverage, if her annual wage is less than $2,400.

The figure of 3 per cent seems to be in consonance with the federal tax policy. Medical expenses below 3 per cent are not deductible. Of course, one-half of the employee's share of health insurance premiums (not in excess of $150) are deductible regardless of the limitation of medical expenses to amounts in excess of 3 per cent.
Primary and Secondary Employers

It is recommended that the duty to provide group coverage and to contribute at least one-half to the premium not in excess of 1.5 per cent of the wages (unless otherwise provided by collective bargaining agreement or employment policy) be imposed upon the primary employer. "Primary employer" is the employer of a regular employee who pays the highest monthly wage.

Secondary employers are relieved from the duty to provide group coverage, but they should contribute 3 per cent of the wages of such employee (1.5 per cent to be raised by withholding), if (a) the employee is a regular employee of such secondary employer, (b) he receives monthly wages of $140 or more, and (c) the Premium Supplementation and Continuation Fund had to supplement the premium payable in respect to such employee by the primary employer.

In such case the contributions of the secondary employer should be payable to the Fund, subject to the limitation that he contribute no more than the actual supplementation.

Premium Continuation in Case of Prolonged Illness

Group policies require monthly premium payments regardless of whether the employee is hospitalized or otherwise incapacitated at the due date. Group policies contain no waiver of premium clauses. Since the system recommended is predicated on actual employment and wages earned, it could happen that the group coverage might lapse during hospitalization or other loss of wage-earning capacity, unless provision is made for premium continuation during prolonged illness. If, for example, an employee is hospitalized before the next premium falls due, the employee would earn no wages at that time and the hospitalization coverage would lapse, rendering the entitlement to 150 days of hospitalization illusory.

It is recommended that the employer pay the premium or the obligatory portion of the premium (including the employee's share) for the month following the employee's loss of wage-earning capacity. If the employee returns to work the withholding of 1.5 per cent, if appropriate, would be resumed.

If the loss of wage-earning capacity continues beyond the end of that grace period, the future premiums should be paid by the Premium Supplementation and Continuation Fund until the employee
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returns to work, but not in excess of four months, thus covering the whole period of insured hospitalization.

It is recommended that the premium continuation program be limited to the earning groups that require premium supplementation, i.e., the low-wage brackets. Higher earnings brackets have means to protect themselves, especially as TDI supplies additional income.

If the continuation program is restricted to wage-earners in the brackets below the earnings level, 3 per cent of which are less than the premium for individual coverage, the total additional burden on the Premium Supplementation and Continuation Fund would be relatively light since:

(1) The incidence of disabling illness beyond 30 days is not high; and

(2) The amount payable is the amount of the premium minus the supplement payable in any case.

It is safe to estimate that the additional costs would be around $50,000.

On the basis of Table A used in the section on premium supplementation, the remaining monthly balance would be:

$ 4.60 for the earners in the bracket $1,680-$1,999
6.25 " " " " " " 2,000- 2,999
8.75 " " " " " " 3,000- 3,999
11.25 " " " " " " 4,000- 4,999
12.92 " " " " " " 5,000- 5,334

Unfortunately, only the continuation rates for incapacity due to hospitalization are known for Hawaii.

According to information obtained from the largest prepayment plan operator in the State, 8 per cent of the subscribers require hospitalization. Of this number (80 per 1,000), 3.3 per cent (2.64 per 1,000) remain hospitalized for more than 30 days, 8 per cent (.64 per 1,000) for more than 60 days and 4 per cent (.32 per 1,000) for more than 90 days.

If hospitalization alone were the basis of premium continuation, the burden on the Fund would be minimal, involving 3.92 monthly
payments in the respective brackets, resulting in the following amounts on the basis of the number of employees estimated to constitute the respective brackets:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Brackets</th>
<th>No. of Payments</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$1,680-$1,999</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>$138.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2,000- 2,999</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>268.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3,000- 3,999</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>350.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4,000- 4,999</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>450.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5,000- 5,334</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>193.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>$1,400.55</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Of course, many persons may be confined and unable to earn wages without being hospitalized. An estimate of the additional number of persons thus afflicted is difficult because of the absence of data on that matter relative to Hawaii.

The issue of continuation tables relating to temporary disability was discussed at great length in the study on Temporary Disability, published by the Bureau in 1969. These tables relate to the duration of compensated disability after expiration of one week's waiting period. They permit an estimate of the costs of premium continuation after one month of confinement has expired. In California 90 per 1,000 covered persons were disabled for one week. The original number decreased to 60 per cent at the beginning of the second month, 34 per cent at the beginning of the third month, 20 per cent at the beginning of the fourth month and 13.5 per cent at the beginning of the fifth month. Hence, a continuation program of four months beginning after the first month of confinement would involve 117 payments per 1,000 workers. On that basis the cost of the additional program would be:
Hence, the total cost of the burden on the Fund from the combined premium supplementation and continuation program would be $2,050,000 without costs of administration.

**Freedom of Collective Bargaining**

As was stated before the mandatory coverage should not interfere with the collective bargaining process.

Collective programs which provide different health benefits, different allocation of the premium costs, or dependents' coverage are not intended to be affected.

This rule applies even with respect to eligibility conditions especially different probationary periods.

There is, however, one important limitation: if the collective agreement does not provide coverage for certain service categories, such as clerical workers, custodial employees, etc. the mandatory coverage of the recommended measure should apply.

**Administration**

The administration of the program should be located in the Department of Labor and Industrial Relations and affiliated with the administration of T.D.I. In some respect the measures are twins.

Only one aspect, the medical equivalency of plans, should be determined by another agency: the Department of Health.
The chief administrative work will result from:

(a) The special status of secondary employers;

(b) The exclusion of employees who have coverage under other programs; and

(c) The premium supplementation and continuation program.

The program should be self-administering to the largest extent possible. Proper notice forms should greatly reduce the work.

Employees should receive notice forms at their place of employment or the departmental offices.

Forms should be developed for:

(1) Notice that a particular employer is not the primary employer;

(2) Notice that exemption from coverage is claimed because the employee already has coverage,
   (a) as military dependent,
   (b) as dependent of another employee,
   (c) because he is entitled under another program providing protection (medicare, medicaid).

Notices by employees should be deemed to be true and should not infringe upon the employee's privacy.

Multiple employment is to be notified only to the secondary employer (with a copy to the Department)

The employee need not specify whether he receives welfare payments or medicare. A general reference to such exemption should suffice.

The premium supplementation program should be mainly administered by the prepayment plan operators themselves. They should submit lists of premium deficiencies stating the names of the subscriber employees and the amount of the deficiency, at intervals determined by the Department, preferably in accord with the principal prepayment plan operators.
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They shall be entitled to a service charge, payable from the Fund.

Collection of premiums from secondary employers shall be in the discretion of the Department, in order to prevent useless work with no substantial recovery.

Employers should be audited, according to the general practice of the Department.

C. Unfinished Business: The Next Steps

The bill as recommended creates mandatory prepaid health plan coverage for every regular employee in private employment earning not less than $1,680 from one employer, coupled with premium supplementation for low-wage earners. It thus falls short of the goal of universal prepayment coverage.

As a result, the health service protection in the State will consist of a three-strata arrangement:

(1) Medicaid;

(2) Minimum mandatory prepayment plan coverage for individuals above the medicaid level;

(3) Voluntary prepayment plan coverage for dependents and self-employed.

The reasons for this composite scheme are the federal matching system for the lowest income levels and the need for disposable income and avoidance of excessive payroll taxes in the case of wages, 3 percent of which would not yield even a subscriber premium.

Of course, dependents' coverage in higher wage brackets could easily be made mandatory by providing that employees earning more than a specified amount must be protected by a prepayment plan, including dependents. The proper base line, for example, could be earnings 5 percent of which yield at least the premium for one dependent, i.e., $6,400 at current rates. There is, however, the question of whether there is a real need for such a protection, since it exists apparently anyhow on a voluntary basis.
PREPAID HEALTH CARE IN HAWAII

The real gaps exist with respect to certain categories in or related to the low-income brackets, in particular:

(a) Self-employed with low incomes (and their dependents);

(b) Wage earners who customarily have several employers none of whom employs the wage earner for at least 20 hours a week (cleaning helpers);

(c) Full-time students aged 21 and above;

(d) Nonworking wives of low-wage earners and to a lesser degree minor children of such wage earners.

Children (including all persons under 21) enjoy much better medicaid protection than adults since all needy children (not only children of AFDC families) are entitled to medical assistance if the family income is below a level varying with size ($2,700 for a family of 2, $3,060 for a family of 3, $3,600 for a family of 4, and $4,200 for a family of 5).

It is very difficult to provide mandatory coverage for the categories listed above under (a) to (c) since the devise of wage withholding is not applicable.

While a mandatory scheme using taxes with offset credits or penalties could be devised (although its constitutionality would need some study), it would probably be more advisable to create an optional scheme, using supplementation as an incentive. Obviously, if wage earners with regular employers are entitled to premium supplementation, self-employed and wage earners in multiple employment with low earnings should likewise be entitled to such benefits. An arrangement of this type could use either the Premium Supplementation Fund as a vehicle or a tax credit system similar to that provided in section 235-56.5, Hawaii Revised Statutes. It could, for instance, be provided that any person whose income results principally from self-employment or multiple employment and is more than $1,680 and less than $5,334 shall be entitled to a tax credit in the amount of receipted health prepayment plan premiums paid minus 3 per cent of such income, returns being due on a quarterly basis.12

Similar provisions could be made for dependents' coverage.
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No provisions of that type are included in the bill recommended at this time, but its speedy supplementation by the creation of an optional scheme providing premium supplementation for some or all of the persons in low-income groups still lacking coverage should be kept in mind. It should be instituted after experience has been gained with the operation of the compulsory minimum coverage plan.

In the hope that the Legislature may take one of the next steps immediately, a Part V to the suggested legislation, Tax Credits for Optional Coverage of Low-Income Subscribers is included.
A BILL FOR AN ACT

RELATING TO THE HAWAII HEALTH PREPAYMENT ACT.

BE IT ENACTED BY THE LEGISLATURE OF THE STATE OF HAWAII:

SECTION 1. The Hawaii Revised Statutes is amended by adding
a new chapter to be appropriately numbered and to read as follows:

"CHAPTER
PREPAID HEALTH CARE LAW

PART I. SHORT TITLE; PURPOSE; DEFINITIONS

Sec. -1 Short title. This chapter shall be known as the Hawaii Prepaid Health Care Law.

Sec. -2 Findings and purpose. The cost of medical care
in case of sudden need may consume all or an excessive part of a person's resources. Prepaid health care plans offer a certain
measure of protection against such emergencies. It is the purpose
of this chapter to provide this type of protection for the employees
in this State. In view of the spiralling cost of comprehensive medical care, only a limited basic protection can be achieved without federal action in this field. Although a large segment of the labor force in the State already enjoys coverage of this type either by virtue of collective bargaining agreements, employer-sponsored plans, or individual initiative, there is a need to extend that protection to workers who at present do not possess any or
possess only inadequate prepayment coverage.

This chapter shall not be construed to interfere with or diminish any protection already provided pursuant to collective bargaining agreements or employer-sponsored plans that is more favorable to the employees benefited thereby than the protection provided by this chapter or at least equivalent thereto.

Sec. -3 Definitions generally. As used in this chapter, unless the context clearly requires otherwise:

(1) "Department" means the department of labor and industrial relations.

(2) "Director" means the director of labor and industrial relations.

(3) "Employer" means any individual or type of organization, including any partnership, association, trust, estate, joint stock company, insurance company, or corporation, whether domestic or foreign, a receiver or trustee in bankruptcy, or the legal representative of a deceased person, who has one or more regular employees in his employment.

"Employer" does not include:

(A) The State, any of its political subdivisions, or any instrumentality of the State or its political subdivisions;

(B) The United States government or any instrumentality of the United States;
(C) Any other state or political subdivision thereof
or instrumentality of such state or political sub-
division;

(D) Any foreign government or instrumentality wholly
owned by a foreign government, if (i) the service
performed in its employ is of a character similar
to that performed in foreign countries by employees
of the United States government or of an instrumen-
tality thereof and (ii) the United States Secretary
of State has certified or certifies to the United
States Secretary of the Treasury that the foreign
government, with respect to whose instrumentality
exemption is claimed, grants an equivalent exemption
with respect to similar service performed in the
foreign country by employees of the United States
government and of instrumentalities thereof.

(4) "Employment" means service, including service in inter-
state commerce, performed for wages under any contract
of hire, written or oral, expressed or implied, with
an employer, except as otherwise provided in sections
4 and 5.

(5) "Premium" means the amount payable to a prepaid health
care plan contractor as consideration for his obliga-
tions under a prepaid health care plan.
(6) "Prepaid health care plan" means any agreement by which any prepaid health care plan contractor undertakes in consideration of a stipulated premium:

(A) Either to furnish health care, including hospitalization, surgery, medical or nursing care, drugs or other restorative appliances, subject to, if at all, only a nominal per service charge; or

(B) To defray or reimburse, in whole or in part, the expenses of health care.

(7) "Prepaid health care plan contractor" means:

(A) Any medical group or organization which undertakes under a prepaid health care plan to provide health care; or

(B) Any nonprofit organization which undertakes under a prepaid health care plan to defray or reimburse in whole or in part the expenses of health care; or

(C) Any insurer who undertakes under a prepaid health care plan to defray or reimburse in whole or in part the expenses of health care.

(8) "Regular employee" means a person engaged in the employment of any one employer for at least twenty hours per week.
The director by regulation may establish comparable standards for those employments which call for irregular work schedules.

(9) "Wages" means all cash remuneration for services from whatever source, including commissions, bonuses, and tips and gratuities paid directly to any individual by a customer of his employer.

If the employee does not account to his employer for the tips and gratuities received and is engaged in an occupation in which he customarily and regularly receives more than $20 a month in tips, the combined amount received by him from his employer and from tips shall be deemed to be at least equal to the wage required by chapter 387 or a greater sum as determined by regulation of the director.

"Wages" does not include the amount of any payment specified in section 383-11 or 392-22 or chapter 386.

Sec. -4 Place of performance. "Employment" includes an individual's entire service, performed within or both within and without this State if:

(1) The service is localized in this State; or

(2) The service is not localized in any state but some of the service is performed in this State and (A) the individual's base of operation, or, if there is no base
of operation, the place from which such service is
directed or controlled, is in the State; or (B) the
individual's base of operation or place from which
the service is directed or controlled is not in any
state in which some part of the service is performed
but the individual's residence is in this State.

Sec. -5 Excluded services. "Employment" as defined in
section -3 does not include the following services:

(1) Service performed by an individual in the employ of
an employer who, by the laws of the United States,
is responsible for cure and cost in connection with
such service.

(2) Service performed by an individual in the employ of
his spouse, son, or daughter, and service performed
by an individual under the age of twenty-one in the
employ of his father or mother.

(3) Service performed in the employ of a voluntary employee's
beneficiary association providing for the payment of
life, sick, accident, or other benefits to the members
of the association or their dependents or their design-
nated beneficiaries, if (A) admission to membership
in the association is limited to individuals who are
officers or employees of the United States government,
and (B) no part of the net earnings of the association
inures (other than through such payments) to the benefits
of any private shareholder or individual.
(4) Service performed by an individual for an employer as an insurance agent or as an insurance solicitor, if all such service performed by the individual for the employer is performed for remuneration solely by way of commission.

(5) Service performed by an individual who, pursuant to the Federal Economic Opportunity Act of 1964, is not subject to the provisions of law relating to federal employment, including unemployment compensation.

Sec. -6 Principal and secondary employer defined. If an individual is concurrently a regular employee of two or more employers as defined in this chapter, the employer who pays the highest monthly wage shall be the principal employer of the employee. His other employers are secondary employers.

If an individual is concurrently a regular employee of a public entity which is not an employer as defined in section -3 and of an employer as defined in section -3 the latter shall be deemed to be a secondary employer if the monthly wage paid by him to the individual is less than the monthly remuneration paid to the individual by the public entity.

Sec. -7 Required health care benefits. (a) The extent of the health care benefits provided by a prepaid health care plan required by section -11 shall be equal or equivalent to the benefits provided by prepaid health plans of the same type which are prevalent in the State. This applies to the types and quantity
of benefits as well as to limitations on reimbursability and to required amounts of co-insurance.

(b) A prepaid health care plan qualifying under this chapter shall include the following benefits:

(1) Hospital benefits:

(A) In-patient care for a period of at least one hundred and fifty days of confinement in each calendar year covering:

(i) Room accommodations;

(ii) Regular and special diets;

(iii) General nursing services;

(iv) Use of operating room, surgical supplies, anesthesia services, and supplies;

(v) Drugs, dressings, oxygen, antibiotics, and blood transfusion services.

(B) Out-patient care:

(i) Covering use of out-patient hospital;

(ii) Facilities for surgical procedures or medical care of an emergency and urgent nature.

(2) Surgical benefits:

(A) Surgical services performed by a licensed physician;

(B) After-care visits for a reasonable period;

(C) Anesthesiologist services.
(3) Medical benefits:
   (A) Necessary home, office, and hospital visits;
   (B) Intensive medical care while hospitalized;
   (C) Medical or surgical consultations while confined.

(4) Diagnostic laboratory services, x-ray films, and
   radiotherapeutic services, necessary for diagnosis
   or treatment of injuries or diseases.

(5) Maternity benefits, at least if the employee has been
   covered by the prepaid health care plan for nine consecu-
   tive months prior to the delivery.

(c) If necessary, the director of health shall determine if a
   prepaid health care plan meets the standards specified in sub-
   sections (a) and (b).
PART II. MANDATORY COVERAGE

Sec. -11 Coverage of regular employees by group prepaid health care plan. Every employer who pays to a regular employee monthly wages in an amount of at least 86.67 times the minimum hourly wage, as rounded off by regulation of the director, shall provide coverage of such employee by a group prepaid health care plan entitling the employee to the required health care benefits with a prepaid health care plan contractor in accordance with the provisions of this chapter.

Sec. -12 Choice of plan and of contractor. (a) Unless the employer pays the total amount of the premium for coverage under a plan operating on the reimbursement principle, every employee entitled to coverage under this chapter shall elect whether coverage shall be provided by:

(1) A plan which obligates the prepaid health care plan contractor to furnish the required health care benefits;

or

(2) A plan which obligates the prepaid health care plan contractor to defray or reimburse the expenses of health care.

(b) If the employee elects a plan which obligates the prepaid health care plan contractor to furnish the required health care benefits and several prepaid health care plan contractors in the State provide the required benefits by such type of plan, the employee may elect the particular contractor but the employer shall not be
obligated to contribute a greater amount to the premium than he
would have to contribute had the employee elected coverage with
the contractor providing the prevailing coverage of this type
in the State.

(c) If the employee elects a plan which obligates the prepaid
health care plan contractor to defray or reimburse the expenses
of health care, the employer may select the contractor with whom
such coverage shall be provided but an employee shall not be obli-
gated to contribute a greater amount to the premium than he would
have to contribute had the employer selected coverage with the
contractor providing the prevailing coverage of this type in
the State.

(d) If the contributions of the employer and employee are not
sufficient to pay the premium charged for coverage under a particular
plan and premium supplementation is required as provided in this
chapter, the amount of the supplementation shall not exceed the amount
required had coverage with the contractor providing the prevailing
coverage of the type selected in the State been chosen. Any excess
shall be paid by the party making the selection.

Sec. -13 Liability for payment of premium in general.
Except as otherwise provided in section -12 and subject to the
limitation provided in section -14, every employer shall contri-
bute at least one-half of the premium for the coverage required
by this chapter and the employee shall contribute the balance.
The employer shall withhold the employee's share from his wages with respect to pay periods as specified by the director.

Sec. -14 Limitation on liability; premium supplementation. Unless an applicable collective bargaining agreement specifies otherwise, an employer may not withhold more than 1.5 per cent of the employee's wages for the purposes of this chapter and the employer's share may likewise be limited to this percentage.

If the combined contributions of the employer and the employee are not sufficient to pay the premium the balance shall be paid by the premium supplementation and continuation fund established by this chapter subject to the provisions of section -12(d).

Sec. -15 Commencement of coverage. The employer shall provide the coverage required by this chapter for any regular employee, who has been in his employ for four weeks, at the earliest time thereafter at which coverage may be provided with the prepaid health care plan contractor selected pursuant to this chapter.

Sec. -16 Continuation of coverage in case of inability to earn wages. (a) If an employee is hospitalized or otherwise prevented by sickness from working the employer shall continue the coverage of the employee for the month following the employee's sickness by paying his and the employee's share of the premium as required by sections -13 and -14 and the premium supplementation and continuation fund shall pay any balance as provided in section -14. If the employee returns to work during this month the employer may withhold 1.5 per cent of the wages earned after
his return, unless an applicable collective bargaining agreement provides otherwise.

(b) If the employee is still hospitalized or otherwise prevented by sickness from working after the expiration of the month specified in subsection (a) the premium supplementation and continuation fund shall continue the coverage by paying the required premium until the employee is able to return to work but not in excess of four additional months.

Sec. -17 Liability of secondary employer. (a) An employer who has been notified by an employee, in the form prescribed by the director, that he is not the principal employer as defined in section -6 shall be relieved of the duty of providing the coverage required by this chapter until he is notified by the employee pursuant to section -19 that he has become the principal employer. He shall notify the director, in the form prescribed by the director, that he is relieved from the duty of providing coverage or of any change in that status.

(b) If a secondary employer of an individual who has been his regular employee for at least four weeks, pays to such employee monthly wages of at least the amount specified in section -11, he shall be liable to contribute to the premium supplementation and continuation fund for premium deficiencies as provided in section -37.
Sec. -18 Exemption of certain employees. (a) In addition to the exemption specified in section -17, an employer shall be relieved of his duty under section -11 with respect to any employee who has notified him, in the form specified by the director, that the employee is:

(1) Protected by health insurance or any prepaid health care plan established under any law of the United States;

(2) Covered as a dependent under a prepaid health care plan, entitling him to the health benefits required by this chapter;

(3) A recipient of public assistance or covered by a prepaid health care plan established under the laws of the State governing medical assistance.

(b) Employers receiving notice of a claim of exemption under this section shall notify the director of such claim in the form prescribed by the director.

Sec. -19 Termination of exemption. (a) If an exemption which has been claimed by an employee pursuant to section -18 terminates because of any change in the circumstances entitling the employee to claim such exemption, the employee shall promptly notify the principal employer of the termination of the exemption and the employer thereupon shall provide coverage as required by this chapter.

(b) If because of a change in the employment situation of an employee, including the relation of the wages received in concurrent
employment, a principal employer becomes a secondary employer or a secondary employer becomes the principal employer, the employee shall promptly notify the employers affected of such change and the new principal employer shall provide coverage as required by this chapter.

Sec. -20 Freedom of collective bargaining. (a) Nothing in this chapter shall be construed to limit the freedom of employees to bargain collectively for different prepaid health care plan coverage or for a different allocation of the costs thereof. A collective bargaining agreement may provide that the employer himself undertakes to provide the health care specified in the agreement.

(b) If employees rendering particular types of services are not covered by the health care provisions of the applicable collective bargaining agreements to which their employer is a party, the provisions of this chapter shall be applicable with respect to them, but an employer or group of employers shall be deemed to have complied with the provisions of this chapter if they undertake to provide health care services pursuant to a collective bargaining agreement and the services are available to all other employees not covered by such agreement.

Sec. -21 Adjustment of employer-sponsored plans. Where employees subject to the coverage of this chapter are included in the coverage provisions of an employer-sponsored prepaid health care plan covering similar employees employed outside the State
and the majority of such employees are not subject to this chapter
the benefits applicable to the employees covered by this chapter
shall be adjusted within one year after the effective date of this
chapter so as to meet the requirements of this chapter.

Sec. -22 Individual waivers prohibited. An employee shall
not be permitted to waive individually all or a part of the required
health care benefits or to agree to pay a greater share of the
premium than is required by this chapter.

Sec. -23 Exemption of followers of certain teachings or
beliefs. This chapter shall not apply to any individual who
pursuant to the teachings, faith, or belief of any group, depends
for healing upon prayer or other spiritual means.

Sec. -24 Regular group rates for coverage under this
chapter. Every prepaid health care plan contractor authorized
to provide prepaid health care plan coverage in the State shall
provide the coverage required by this chapter at the community
premium group rate charged by him for the applicable type of
coverage.
PART III. PREMIUM SUPPLEMENTATION AND CONTINUATION

Sec. -31 Establishment of special premium supplementation and continuation fund. There is established in the treasury of the State, separate and apart from all public moneys or funds of the State, a special fund for premium supplementation and continuation which shall be administered exclusively for the purposes of this chapter. All contributions by secondary employers pursuant to this part shall be paid into the fund and all premium supplementations and continuation payable under this part shall be paid from the fund. The fund shall consist of (1) all money appropriated by the State for the purposes of premium supplementation and continuation under this part, (2) all moneys collected from secondary employers pursuant to this part, and (3) all fines and penalties collected pursuant to this chapter.

Sec. -32 Management of the fund. The director of finance shall be the treasurer and custodian of the premium supplementation and continuation fund and shall administer the fund in accordance with the directions of the director of labor and industrial relations. All moneys in the fund shall be held in trust for the purposes of this part only and shall not be expended, released, or appropriated or otherwise disposed of for any other purpose. Moneys in the fund may be deposited in any depositary bank in which general funds of the State may be deposited but such moneys shall not be commingled with other state funds and shall be maintained in separate accounts on the books of the depositary bank. Such moneys shall be secured
by the depositary bank to the same extent and in the same manner
as required by the general depositary law of the State; and
collateral pledged for this purpose shall be kept separate and
distinct from any other collateral pledged to secure other funds
of the State. The director of finance shall be liable for the
performance of his duties under this section as provided in
chapter 37.

Sec. -33 Disbursements from the fund. Expenditures of
moneys in the premium supplementation and continuation fund shall
not be subject to any provisions of law requiring specific appro-
priations or other formal release by state officers of money in
their custody. All payments to prepaid health care plan contractors
shall be paid from the fund upon warrants drawn upon the director
of finance by the comptroller of the State supported by vouchers
approved by the director.

Sec. -34 Investment of moneys. With the approval of the
department the director of finance may, from time to time, invest
such moneys in the premium supplementation and continuation fund
as are in excess of the amount deemed necessary for the payment of
benefits for a reasonable future period. Such moneys may be
invested in bonds of any political or municipal corporation or
subdivision of the State, or any of the outstanding bonds of the
State, or invested in bonds or interest-bearing notes or obligations
of the State (including state director of finance's warrant notes
issued pursuant to chapter 40), or of the United States, or those
for which the faith and credit of the United States, are pledged
for the payment of principal and interest, or in federal land bank
bonds or joint stock farm loan bonds. The investments shall at
all times be so made that all the assets of the fund shall always
be readily convertible into cash when needed for the payment of
benefits. The director of finance shall dispose of securities
or other properties belonging to the fund only under the direction
of the director of labor and industrial relations.

Sec. -35 **Premium supplement, when and how payable.** (a)
When three per cent of the monthly wages of an employee are less
than the monthly premium for the prepaid health care plan coverage
required by this chapter and when the payments by the employer,
including the share of the employee withheld from his wages, to
the prepaid health care plan contractor are not sufficient to
pay in full the premium payable under the plan with respect to
that employee, the premium supplementation fund shall pay the
balance, subject to the limitation specified in section -12(d),
upon certification of such deficiency by the contractor, as
prescribed by regulation of the director.

(b) A prepaid health care plan contractor shall not certify
any deficiency with respect to any employee who according to its
records is already covered, either as an employee or as a dependent,
under another prepaid health care plan.
Sec. -36 Premium continuation when and how payable.
(a) If an employee covered by this chapter is hospitalized or otherwise prevented by sickness from working and the continuation of the premium payments by the employer has ended the premium supplementation and continuation fund shall pay the premium as provided by section -16(b).
(b) The employer shall promptly notify the prepaid health care plan contractor that he is relieved from further premium payment because of the continued hospitalization or sickness of the employee and the contractor thereupon shall certify the need for premium continuation to the director as provided by regulation of the director.

Sec. -37 Collection of deficiency payments from secondary employers. (a) When the premium supplementation and continuation fund has been obliged to pay a premium supplementation with respect to any employee and a secondary employer of such employee is liable for premium deficiencies pursuant to section -17(b), the director may collect such deficiency from the secondary employer, but the liability of such employer for any monthly deficiency shall not exceed three per cent of the employee's monthly wages half of which amount may be withheld from the employee's wages.
(b) Where an employee has more than one secondary employer liable under section -17(b), the deficiency payments under sub-section (a) shall be prorated among the secondary employers in proportion to the monthly wages paid by them to the employee.
PART IV. ADMINISTRATION AND ENFORCEMENT

Sec. -41 Enforcement by the director. Except as otherwise provided in section -7 the director shall administer and enforce this chapter. The director may appoint such assistants and such clerical, stenographic, and other help as may be necessary for the proper administration and enforcement of this chapter subject to any civil service act relating to state employees.

Sec. -42 Rule making and other powers of the director.
(a) The director may adopt, amend, or repeal, pursuant to chapter 91, such rules and regulations as he deems necessary or suitable for the proper administration and enforcement of this chapter.

The director may round off the amounts specified in this chapter for the purpose of eliminating payments from the premium supplementation and continuation fund in other than even dollar amounts or other purposes.

The director may prescribe the filing of reports by prepaid health care plan contractors and prescribe the form and content of requests by such contractors for premium supplementation and continuation and the period for the payment thereof.

(b) The director may make arrangements with prepaid health care plan contractors, including the payment of a service fee, for the proper keeping of records and other duties necessary for the administration of the provisions relating to premium supplementation and continuation.
Sec. -43 Penalties. (a) If an employer fails to comply with sections -11, -12, -13, or -36 he shall pay a penalty of not less than $25 or of $1 for each employee for every day during which such failure continues, whichever sum is greater. The penalty shall be assessed under rules and regulations promulgated pursuant to chapter 91 and shall be collected by the director and paid into the special fund for premium supplementation and continuation established by section -31. The director may, for good cause shown, remit all or any part of the penalty.

(b) Any employer, employee, or prepaid health care plan contractor who wilfully fails to comply with any other provision of this chapter or any rule or regulation thereunder may be fined not more than $200 for each such violation.
PART V. TAX CREDITS FOR OPTIONAL COVERAGE
OF LOW INCOME SUBSCRIBERS

Sec. -51 Entitlement to tax credits for prepaid health care plan premiums. A resident taxpayer ninety per cent of whose income consists either of income from business or profession, or of wages none of which is paid by an employer employing the taxpayer as a regular employee as defined in section -3(8), shall be entitled to a tax credit for premiums paid by him for coverage of himself by a group prepaid health care plan as herein-after provided.

Sec. -52 Income limits entitling to tax credit. A resident taxpayer who has received income of the type specified in section -51 shall be entitled to the tax credit under this part, if this income is at least the amount specified in section -11 and does not equal or exceed an amount three per cent of which suffices to pay the premium at the rate prevailing in the State for the selected type of plan.

Sec. -53 Amount of tax credit. The amount of the tax credit so provided shall be the difference between the premium, not exceeding the amount specified in section -52 and three per cent of the income of the type specified in section -51.

Sec. -54 Tax credits in joint returns. In cases of joint returns each spouse shall be entitled to the tax credit for the premium paid for his or her coverage on the basis of his or her income of the type specified in section -51.
Sec. -55 Tax credit how effected. (a) The tax credit claimed by a taxpayer under this part shall be applied to the taxpayer's net income tax liability, if any, for the tax year in which such tax credit is properly claimed. In the event the tax credits claimed by, and allowed to a taxpayer, exceed the amount of the income tax payments due from the taxpayer, the excess of such credits over payments due shall be refunded to the taxpayer; provided that tax credits properly claimed by and allowed to an individual who has no income tax liability, shall be paid to the individual; and provided further that no refunds or payments on account of the tax credits allowed under this part shall be made for an amount less than $1.

(b) All of the provisions relating to assessments and refunds under chapter 235 and section 231-23(d)(1) shall apply to tax credits under this part.

Sec. -56 Form of claiming tax credit; rules for administration. The director of taxation shall prepare and prescribe the appropriate forms to be used by taxpayers in filing claims for tax credits under this part. He may prescribe the type of proof that the taxpayer must furnish for the payment by him of premiums paid under a group prepaid health care plan and promulgate any rules and regulations, pursuant to chapter 91, necessary to effectuate the purposes of this part.
Sec. -57 Determination of prevailing premium rates.
The director of taxation, after consultation with the director
of labor and industrial relations, shall determine for each tax
year the premium rate prevailing in the State for group prepaid
health care plans of the types specified in section -3(6)(A) and
(B).

Sec. -58 Group coverage made available to individuals
desiring optional coverage under this part. Every prepaid health
care plan contractor authorized to provide prepaid health care plan
coverage in this State shall provide group prepaid health care plan
coverage for individuals desiring optional coverage under this
chapter at the community group rate charged by him for the applicable
type of coverage.

Sec. -59. Time for filing claims for tax credit. Claims
for tax credits under this part, including any amended claims
thereof, must be filed on or before the end of the twelfth month
following the taxable year for which the credit may be claimed."

SECTION 2. There is appropriated out of the general revenues
of the State the sum of $ , or so much thereof as
may be necessary, for the purposes of this Act.

SECTION 3. This Act shall take effect upon its approval,
except that the coverage by group prepaid health care plans required
by this Act and the payment of premiums for such coverage shall
commence January 1, 1972, and except that tax credits provided for
in part V shall be effective for taxable years beginning on and
after January 1, 1972.
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**Part III**

1. This amount constitutes 133-1/3 of the current general assistance standard for a comparable family. In New York there had to be a continuous roll-back from the original $6,000 standard. It was reduced to $5,300 for a family of four by amendments of 1968, N.Y. Laws 1968, ch. 32, sec. 1 and further reduced to $5,000 by amendments of 1969, N.Y. Laws 1969, ch. 184, sec. 18.


4. 52 x 20 x 1.60 = 1,664.

5. 42 U.S.C.A. sec. 2727.


8. $160 - 1,680 x .04.

9. $160 - 1,680 x .03.


12. The costs in tax credits for such a program would be in the neighborhood of $175,000.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Pages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1961</td>
<td>1. Disaster Relief: Considerations for State Action.</td>
<td>$1</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. Free Choice of Physician in Hawaii's Medical Care Program.</td>
<td>$1</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3. Real Property Tax Exemption in Hawaii.</td>
<td>$1</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4. School Boards and Public Education.</td>
<td>$1</td>
<td>129</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5. Public Land Policies of the United States and the Mainland States.</td>
<td>$1</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6. The Hawaii Public Utilities Commission.</td>
<td>(out of print)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7. Care of the Chronically Ill and Disabled Aged.</td>
<td>$1</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8. The Hawaii Antitrust Act.</td>
<td>(out of print)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1962</td>
<td>1. Tax Problems and Fiscal Policy in Hawaii.</td>
<td>$1</td>
<td>74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3. Nursing and nursing Education In Hawaii.</td>
<td>$1</td>
<td>117</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1963</td>
<td>1. Study of the Workmen's Compensation Law in Hawaii.</td>
<td>(out of print)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. Hawaii's General Excise Tax.</td>
<td>$1</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3. Nonresident Students and the University of Hawaii.</td>
<td>$1</td>
<td>96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4. The Role of the State in the Regulation of Pharmacy.</td>
<td>$1</td>
<td>139</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5. The Uniform Commercial Code and the Hawaii Law.</td>
<td>(out of print)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. Legal Aspects of the Hawaiian Homes Program.</td>
<td>(out of print)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3. Land Aspects of the Hawaiian Homes Program.</td>
<td>(out of print)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4. Social Aspects of the Hawaiian Homes Program.</td>
<td>(out of print)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5. The Maori Affairs Program.</td>
<td>(out of print)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6. College and the Needy Student in Hawaii.</td>
<td>$2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7. Public Land Policy in Hawaii: Land Exchanges.</td>
<td>(out of print)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8. The Triple Affair Program.</td>
<td>$4</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1965</td>
<td>1. Public Land Policy in Hawaii: The Multiple-Use Approach.</td>
<td>$2.50</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. Public Land Policy in Hawaii: Land Reserved for Public Use.</td>
<td>$1.50</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3. Education in a Changing World of Work in a Democratic Society.</td>
<td>$1</td>
<td>137</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4. College and the Needy Student in Hawaii.</td>
<td>$2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5. Public Land Policy in Hawaii: Major Landowners.</td>
<td>$4</td>
<td>131</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6. Public Land Policy in Hawaii: The Multiple-Use Approach.</td>
<td>$2.50</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7. Trading Stamp Legislation.</td>
<td>$1.50</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8. Public Housing in Hawaii—The Evolution of Housing policy.</td>
<td>$3.50</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9. Public Land Policy in Hawaii: Major Landowners.</td>
<td>$4</td>
<td>131</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10. Hawaii Tax Rate Distribution Estimates.</td>
<td>$3</td>
<td>223</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>11. Practical Guide to the Uniform Commercial Code In Hawaii, Articles</td>
<td>$2</td>
<td>290</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>12. The Hawaii Wage and Hour Law.</td>
<td>$1</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>13. Compliance of County Agencies with the Hawaii Administrative Procedure Act.</td>
<td>$1</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>14. Quest for Compensatory Education in the State of Hawaii.</td>
<td>(out of print)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>15. Dental Care for the Indigent and Medically Indigent in the State of Hawaii.</td>
<td>$1.50</td>
<td>97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>16. Regulation of Political Contributions.</td>
<td>$2.50</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1969</td>
<td>1. Temporary Disability Insurance.</td>
<td>$2.50</td>
<td>212</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. Intoxicating Liquor Laws in Hawaii and the Industry.</td>
<td>$3</td>
<td>312</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3. Credit Life and Credit Disability Insurance in Hawaii.</td>
<td>$1</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4. Nursing in Hawaii, 1958.</td>
<td>$1</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5. Public Land Policy in Hawaii: An Historical Analysis.</td>
<td>$4</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6. Directory of State, County and Federal Officials.</td>
<td>$1</td>
<td>109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8. Compliance of State Agencies with the Hawaii Administrative Procedure Act.</td>
<td>$1.50</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1970</td>
<td>1. Trial of Traffic Cases in Hawaii.</td>
<td>$1</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. New Patterns of Health Care: The Physician's Assistant.</td>
<td>$2</td>
<td>83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>